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YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1945
TOGETHER WITH OTHER ANNUAL REPORTS
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE
AFFAIRS OF THE CITY




City incorporated by Act of Legislature. Approved March 24,
1893. First organization of city government, May 3, 1893
*Charles A. Busiel 1893-94
*Samuel B. Smith 1895-96
*Charles L. Pulsifer 1897-98
*Edmund Tetley 1899-00
*Jared A. Greene 1901-02
*Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-04
*Beujamin F. Drake 1905-06
William F. Knight 1907-08
*Alfred C. Wyatt 1909-10
*George H. Saltmarsh 1911-12
*George B. Cox 1913-14
George P. Munsey 1915-16
Clarence E. Rowe 1917-18
*John A. Mitchell 1919-20
Lewis H. Wilkinson 1921-22
Charles H. Perkins 1923-24
*George E. Stevens 1925-26
Charles J. Hayford 1927-28
Charles O. Hopkins 1929
*Charles E. Carroll 1930-31-32-33-34-36
Walter E. Dunlap 1935
Edward J. Gallagher 1937-38
Robinson W. Smith 1939-40-41-42-43-44
* Deceased
MAYOR'S ADDRESS
Members of the Council, Citizens and Friends:
In my brief remarks tonight, I shall endeavor to bring
to you a brief review of the activities of the administrative
office of our city for the year just closed and present to you
recommendations for your consideration for 1944.
The year 1943 has been one of activity and history making
regardless of the fact that everyone has been struggling in an
all out effort to win the war. The year 1943 was the fiftieth
birthday of the City of Laconia and the occasion was appro-
priately celebrated on the 12th day of October 1943. The day's
program started with a parade of floats depicting the progress
of our city over ten-year periods from 1893 to 1943. The birth-
day party for the wearers of buttons "We Were Here in 1893"
which numbered more than one thousand received nation—wide
publicity.
During the year our factories have been running at top
speed. Our largest—Scott & Williams, Inc.—was awarded
the Army and Navy "E" which stands for exceptional perform-
ance on the production front.
The Third and Fourth War Loan Bond Drives under the
able leadership of Chester L. Smart went over the top with
a rush. The Fourth War Loan Drive was climaxed by a dinner
given to each and every citizen buying a $1000 bond. Our
schools and local organizations, churches, etc. all participated.
More than 300 buyers of a $1000 bond sat down at the banquet
as guests of Scott & Williams, Inc. Again the City of Laconia
received nation-wide recognition for its alertness and pro-
gressiveness and tonight on behalf of the City of Laconia I
have received and accepted a certificate of recognition signed
by Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau.
New Industries
Through the cooperative effort of several of our citizens,
the Laconia Chamber of Commerce and the Laconia Indus-
tries Inc., the Gilbert Clock Company of Conn., has located
part of its business here in Laconia. The Merimack Farmers'
Exchange Inc. has purchased a building on Water Street owned
by the city to install a freezer locker food bank. As recently
as last Friday, March 24, four gentlemen representing an in-
dustry of high standing were here as guests of the City of
Laconia, looking over locations and conditions in general with
the idea of locating here.
Laconia at the present time is not hunting for new indus-




Early last year your Mayor was in conference with the
agent of the Lakewood Development Company with the result
that the New Hampshire Development and Planning Commis-
sion at Concord was asked by the City of Laconia to survey
and layout and make plans for the development in a way that
it can best serve its owners as well as the City of Laconia.
The work was carried on during the year in collaboration with
our city engineer with the result that the streets and sewers
when built and installed will meet the future requirements of
our city and will fit in with any long term program of planning
that the city might wish to adopt. You have seen these plans
here tonight.
Early last fall the Chamber of Commerce suggested that
your Mayor and Council arrange for a city survey to aid us in
postwar planning. Acting upon the suggestion, the Council
voted to procure the services of the State Planning and De-
velopment Commission to make the survey and I am pleased
to report that the work is now in progress. This survey will
be made with no expense to the City of Laconia.
Military Service
During the first months of 1943 a service flag was pre-
sented to the city by the Abraham Lincoln Junior Girls Club
of Lakeport. This flag was received with proper ceremony
and for a long time hung over our library lawn, and later float-
ing across our Main Street. The number on this flag repre-
senting the men and women of Laconia in the service of their
country has grown too fast, and from now on many of our
young business men will be called into the service. Many,
however, will be deferred—some for physical disability, some
because they are considered essential in the work they are
now engaged in.
We, the citizens of Laconia, must be careful and considerate
in our criticisms expressed toward those who have been de-
ferred from active duty in our military service. Let us not
forget that every man between the ages of 18 and 65 is regis-
tered in the draft. Our Selective Service board and the War
Manpower Commission will decide impartially who shall have
the privilege of actively serving in our armed forces and who
shall stay at home producing on the home front.
Our war casualty list has soared to 9. The first gold star
was for Commander James Stuart Smith who died at his post
as navigator on the world's fastest cruiser, the Atlanta; then
word was received that Pvt. Eugene Delisle, formerly of La-
conia, was killed in a plane crash. The third casualty was
Seaman Ralph Morrisette who was reported killed at Cape Bon
January 29, 1943, Another star was added for Lit. Oscar L.
Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cordon of this city who
lost his life in the Sicilian Theater July 11, 1943. The fifth
star was for Corp. Adolph Papienuk—the first casualty in the
Philippines—who prior to being reported a casualty was a
prisoner of war in a Japanese concentration camp. The sixth
star was for Lt. Carl L. Simpson who after completing several
missions over enemy territory was killed in an airplane crash
on an Allied field in the North African was area. Sgt. Ken-
neth B. Carter of Lakeport was killed in a wreck of two
streamliners at Lumberton, N. C, December 16, 1943.
Delphis DesRosier also of Lakeport was killed in a plane crash
on an airfield near Merced, Califronia, January 31, 1944. Our
last casualty was S/Sgt. J. Royden Smith of the Weirs who
was killed in action over Germany January 11, 1944.
This list of casualties will grow altogether too fast in the
months to come. We must prepare ourselves for the bad news
and when it comes we must comfort as best we can the rela-
tives and friends at home.
City Employees
During the year a number of our citizens who have at
one time or another served this city in an official capacity have
answered their last call. It is fitting and proper that we should
refer to them briefly at this time.
MARK M. ROBINSON was born in Meredith, N. H.,
August 22, 1853 and passed away March 27, 1943. Mr. Robin-
son was appointed County Treasurer in 1903 and served 8
years and he also served his city as councilman in the years
1909-10-11. Mark M. Robinson lived to see Laconia grow
from a small town into a thriving city.
EUGENE S. SMITH was born in Littleton, N. H. on
November 6, 1867 and passed away January 30, 1944. Mr.
Smith lived in this community for about 25 years during which
time he was a member of the council during the years 1925 and
1926. He served as moderator in Ward Five for several
years.
WALTER SANBORN was born on December 5, 1880 and
passed away March 12, 1944. Mr. Sanborn served with tha
Laconia Fire Department as a driver for 17 years.
PETER DAGENAIS was born April 12, 1887 and passed
away July 6, 1943. Mr. Dagenais for 22 years was driver at
the Lakeport Fire station.
. , jsii ledionA .8£QI ,«S
ori a JOSEPH H» ROUCHER was born on December 26pli8£4
and passed away April 17, d943.t Mn Roiicher joinedi the Hook
and Ladder Company of the Laconiai Fire Department in 1912
andserved.as a memberiof the^Board of Engineers for-20; years.
rfctxte aid _j_mi siojjh^jiiii.>o<>'> ->.-•;) nqsL & ni ibw io isnoetiqARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT our late Overseer of the Poor,
was born in Belmont January 6, 1870, and passed away De.cemr
ber 20, 1943.' For many "years Mr. feandjlett was a ret^l grocer
in our city and retired to devote all of his time to^growing-appies
which were prizewinner^ at manv^ew^ngla^d s^ows^^^
rfaetln-the passih^-^ Arthur* ©.'IS* Raridl^^th^^i^^l Lactfrtia
arid th^ HGoiirit^'%f'-Belkn&p' 'Mve lo^a^cftMmN^ '-fleeted
the greatfer pfeirfi off^iilsfeliffe>*h4^the T interest &§vpu^^ ! w%lf&rel
Probably nb^4han'kn^ntftVO<J%w^Hhr^^ laWs
better than Mr. Randlett. In the administration .of hia r,omce
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the evidence in each and every case was ,carefully considered
w\ .,, F ,.,• -it-' iot 8^vjMfe;-iijo 3'iJ3qvnc$ faun 1 j fr .'tinffj oi riuJuoiu
and his decisions were made With fairness to all parties, con-
cerned. No needy person ever went without,
p
jf the. case was
worthy, and the city's interest was always protected. Arthur
Randlett served his city^asoQMeJfseeirtof the Poor for twenty
yeagSfciheoWas ^nejiofvourassessoarsrifor seveayeats andstcdunty
©ommisgiorjer fee A8 years.vJiFewrimen ibave» sieved their i eity
and.«ounty iangerjiorubetiteri n iArthur 'Randlefefeafrril^be fasisserdiiB
^rrrit md} is. vll-iiid frreifct oJ -i^te'1
Let us rise and pay tribute to these men who have passed
tfrthe^igretiftibgy&nd/" mod auw KOBKiaOfl M HHAM
-nidofli iM .8^61 ,YS rioiBl/I 1{£WB baasfiq ban 8581 tSS isirguA
8 bifpi WbK«"Wal ^^fftjfeypa^flfift^ §tate^i^}.at,I .£ound
it very difficult to interest myself in ..any n,fw
;
projects -|hat
would involve the expenditure of large sums of money- *>$?£
find conditions no different today. Yet, on the other hand, we
must not allow ourselves to stop planning for the future. This
war will be over sometime and when peace comes and our
boys are returning home we must have our house in order.
Part of our job is to fix things so that home will always be
home to him, to his mother, his sister, and to you, come what
may. A lot of this fixing can be done by careful planning for
the future. Such plans will no doubt call for the expenditure
of large sums of money for works projects programs.
Only worthwhile projects should be considered and prefer-
ably those of a permanent nature.
In reviewing past recommendations, I find that four years
ago I called your attention to the need x>f a new city hall. I
can only repeat that the heed of better housing facilities for
our several departments, including our fire department, jail,
police department, etc., as well as a city auditorium becomes
more serious each year,- and-sonie^day in the not too distant
future the question of a new city hall will necessarily be given
serious consideration^"
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Some : weefc£ :ago our Chamber of 'Commerce discussed1
the question M the erection of ee temporary: memorial in "memory
of our "boys -and girls- 4n th§ "gferMce. * Recently your, mayor3
has been approached by several citizens, mMiy *6£ whom^ are3
veterans of former wars, and all have suggested that the
erection : "of ^'iiew^eity hall :de63eJated^"to :-the'" veterans^ of all




men from Laconia who have fought for the freedom of demo-
cracy.
~ iBixurw Jifi gnrruE 'zil&iaaqsa arniJ ;: i;~.: ~::ti
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- -Sewers- arid Sewerage DisposiF- *"^a 5 " *
9 Three '-yearg'^ago'f 'recommended/'that the. Committee ori^
Sewers give careful ^consideration" to' a system Whereby the^
dbst of"building and1 maintaining oUr sewerage system would
be self liquidating: This can "and should be done. With this!
thought in mind, your mayor in cooperation with the mayors,
df the Cities of Concord and Portsmouth sponsored ah enabling
act allowing the above' named cities to put into operation a
sewer rental system. The City of Concord has adopted such''
a~ system.
It is obvious that the first proposal—the building of a newi
city^ hall must await, further developments. The second pro-i
posal; that is, the adoption of a sewer rental system canancfe
should be put into operation at once and recommend that our
city solicitor be directed to draw up an ordinance providing
for same at once.
Victory Gardens
Last year I stated that there never was a time when a
greater need for a city to sponsor a project for growing food
for its citizens was more evident than at that time. I believe
that all of us then felt that by 1944 conditions would be great-
ly improved. The fact remains that there is a greater food
shortage today than ever before in the history of our country.
Therefore, I urge and recommend that our victory gardens
project be sponsored and planned by the city as was done in
1943.
City Departments
I shall not take time here to review the work of our several
city departments. All have lent their one hundred per cent
cooperation, have stayed well within their budgets and in many
cases returned a sizeable balance to our city treasurer as indi-
cated by the handsome unexpended balance of $20,045.24 at
the end of the fiscal year.
I extend my appreciation to all departments for their
wonderful cooperation.
From time to time especially during the winter months,
we have given much thought to the advisability of purchasing
for the street department a snow loading machine. Up to the
present time it has not seemed advisable for the city to invest
approximately $12,000 for such equipment. However, from re-
liable information I am able to gather and after a careful check
up with our local industries, I am of the opinion that for at
least four or five years after the duration the help situation in
Laconia will be what we call tight. In other words, our street
department will not be able to hire extra men to shovel snow
when needed. Then again after the duration it will be neces-
sary to kep our airport free from snow for air traffic. With
these facts before us, I recommend that the Committee on
Roads and Bridges carefully study the advisability of purchasing
snow loading and removal equipment if and when same becomes
available.
Finance Department
When our city books were closed and audited on February
15, 1944, it was found that we had a balance of $20,045.24. This
amount represents the excess of current assets over current
liabilities, and is in line with the balance shown on our books
at the end of each year since 1940. During the past year $31,750.
was paid on our serial debt, there were no bonds issued. This
reduced our net debt to $149,000, which is about 1% of the
valuation of our city, a new low for many years, A careful
analysis of the above figures would indicate that the financial
structure of our city is sound and that we are prepared for
darker days if and when they come. Just what the picture
will be for the year 1944 and 1945, T am not prepared to predict.
With the mounting cost of living ami with the construction
of new taxable buildings practically at a standstill, it would seem
that, any further reduction in the tax rate at the present time
would be doubtful All I can say is that your Committee on
Finance will endeavor to prepare a sound and balanced budget,
and will take into consideration the needs and requests of not
only the several departments of our city government, but of our
individual citizens as well; but we must not forget, as stated
earlier in this address, many of our boys have left their homes
to fight lor the very principles of self-governmnt that you and I
have been elected to preserve and care for, and it is our duty to
see to it that this trust is not violated.
CITY GOVERNMENT
LACONIA, N. H.
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Ward 5—WfflMa»m JonS-taffordr eirfj tarii Ir oJ 9&>
Ward 6—Kenneth D. Hopkins
STANDING COMMITTEES, 1944
Finance—The Mayor, Kimball and Hopkins.
Accounts and Claims—Hopkins, Ricker and Champagne.
Public Instruction—Kimball, Ricker and Stafford.
Roads and Bridges—Stafford, Blanchette and Champagne.
Fire Department—Kimball, Stafford and Hopkins.
Parks and Commons—Champagne, Stafford and Hopkins.
Lighting Streets—Champagne, Kimball and Hopkins.
Elections and Returns—Hopkins, Champagne and Blanchette.
Engrossed Ordinances—Ricker, Kimball and Blanchette.
Sewers—Blanchette, Champagne and Ricker.
Police and Licenses—Stafford, Kimball and Ricker.




Office: 68 Pleasant Street
CITY TREASURER
CLARENCE S. NEWELL
Office: 513 Main Street
CITY SOLICITOR
HAROLD EJ : WESC03JT






Elected March 30, 1942, for three years
RA'YMOND^ B? LA^^MM^N
Elected 'Marefc1 2&/ $943\Sf%r"<tltfee^ea'rs
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^E^R^E ^MMILE^Fgt.
Elected March .^jl^lgfor three years
AMPS J^DINSMQOr'
Residence: 11 Chester Court
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axeey BdARfi OFPUBLiC W6RKS fc9i09la
Created by^A«t of'.Le^istatU'pe^ lSfOl'JMBfeetfeai^^the City
Council. One nierhber of said bdard! to be chosen bien-
nially on the fourth^ Tuesday- bf March to serve six years.
Office: 68 Pleasant' Street.
flahHARjRY^L. ;SMEEH//aa
President




Elected March 23, 1943, for six years
WILLIS G. WATSON
Elected March 28, 1939, for six years
CITY ENGINEER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS,
AND STREET COMMISSIONER
ARNOLD J. O'MARA
Appointed by Board of Public Works. Office: 68 Pleasant Street
OVERSEER OF POOR
MILDRED H. BUCKLIN
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
CITY PHYSICIAN
LESTER R. BROWN, M. D.
Office: 420 Main Street
BOARD OF HEALTH
CHARLES D. DOCKHAM
Elected March 27, 1944, for three years
Office: 528 Main Street
JOHN R. PERLEY, M. D.
Secretary
Elected Aug. 17, 1942, to serve unexpired term
of Earl J. Gage resigned
Office: 539 Main Street
WILLIS E. FLOYD
Elected March 23, 1943, for three years
P. O. Address: The Weirs
LACONIA PUBLIC LD3RARY
TRUSTEES
Elected by the City Council for three years
RHODEN B. EDDY, Supt. of Schools, ex-officio
HENRY T. TURNER
CHARLES F. AYERS
For term ending March, 1947
EDWARD J. GALLAGHER
DOROTHY C. TALBOT



















TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Created by Act of Legislature, Chapter 162, Laws of 1915
CARL F. BLAISDELL
Chairman
Elected March 30, 1942, for three years
CHARLES F. AYERS
Secretary
Elected March 27, 1944, for three years
EDGAR B. PRESCOTT
Elected March 23, 1943, for three years
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POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and approval of
the Council by Act of Legislature of 1913.
CHARLES J. PITMAN
Chairman
Term ending September 1, 1946
FORTUNAT E. NORMANDIN
Term ending September 1, 1947
CLARENCE E. ROWE
Clerk




Appointed by Police Commission, January 1, 1933
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
DEPUTY CHIEF
CHARLES E. DUNLEAVY

































Established by Act of Legislature, entitled "An Act Estab-
lishing Municipal Courts and Abolishing Existing Police
Courts," Chapter 30, Laws of 1915.
JUSTICE
HARRY E. TRAPP








GEORGE N. HUBBARD CHARLES J. PITMAN






First Assistant—EDISON H. KENNEDY
Second Assistant—HENRY H. SHOREY
Third Assistant—EDWIN C. SARGENT
Fourth Assistant—RALPH D. NEAL
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLISTS
Joseph T. Guay, chairman. Elected by City Council.
Ward 1, John Mclsaac; Ward 2, Francis Ladieu; Ward 3,
H. Ernest Ringer; Ward 4, Joseph Jacques; Ward 5, Alfred
N. Mitchell; Ward 6, Kenneth E. Gould, Clarence E. Greene.
Elected at biennial election November 7, 1944, for two years.
PARK COMMISSIONERS
Elected by City Council. Richard F. Shelley, Chairman,
for term ending March, 1948; Marion S. Holt for term ending
March, 1945; Marjorie O. Philbrook, Secretary, for term end-
ing March 1949; Clarence E. Rowe, Treasurer, for term ending
March, 1946; Robinson W. Smith, for term ending March, 1947.
SURVEYORS OF LUMBER
Charles L. Kimball Louis K. Felker
Frank R. Ricker Truman G. Covey
Henry I. Burbank Stanton Hunt
George Gifford Albert Harriman
Philip M. Hodgkins
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
Edwin J. Roberts Peter Dutile
Oscar L. Hoyt
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WEIGHERS OF HAY, STRAW, COAL AND
OTHER ARTICLES
i-^ena Bergeron Ray Geer
Peter Dutile Nat Mclntire
Edwin J. Roberts Carl S. Harris
Delphis Dutile Henry Poire
Kenneth R. Jones Frederick Knope
A. L. Luneau F. F. Milotte
John E. Roberts J. H. Mason
Harold E. Ripley Archie Wadley
Perlpy Johnson Herbert E. Whittier
MEASURER OF STONE
Arnold J. O'Mara








BOARD FOR EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS
Bertram G. Walker Arnold J. O'Mara
Leon Labranche
FENCE VIEWERS
Albert W. Head Arnold J. O'Mara
Willis E. Floyd
LICENSED PLUMBERS
Albert Labranche Claude C. Dame
Leon Labranche Harry Abrahms
Howard E. Bowen Walter W. Foster
George E. Valliere Arthur Landry
Stewart G. Noyes Raymond Landry
Simon U. Gill Maurice H. Plaisted
Frank Guba Bertram G. Walker
Loran D. Harvey Romeo Gouin
Thomas N. O'Mara Rex B. Swain
Lucien Keroack Richard Andrews
Franklin Bassette
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REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Earl Flanders







Elected at Biennial Election November 3, 1942, for two years
Ward 1—Myron B. Hart
Ward 2—Fortunat E. Normandin
Ward 3—Elias Johnson
Ward 4—Frank R. Ricker
Ward 5—Raymond B. Lakeman
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
WARD CLERKS
Elected at Biennial Election November 3, 1942, for two years
Ward 1—Rene C. Lacaillade
Ward 2—Archie Tardif
Ward 3—Louis K. Felker
Ward 4—Oscar L. Hoyt
Ward 5—Randolph K. Pike
Ward 6—Kenneth D. Hopkins
SELECTMEN
Elected March 11, 1941, for three years.
Ward 1—Robert K. Knowles
Ward 2—Frank T. Monahan
Ward 3—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 4—*Robert V. Johnson
Ward 5—Peter J. Landry
Ward 6—George W. Varrell
Elected March 9, 1943, for four years.
Ward 1—Rubin Wein
Ward 2—Henry Ladieu
Ward 3—Theo B. Stafford
Ward 4—Harold Aiken
Ward 5—Delwin C. Ginn
Ward 6—Brewster H. Koehler
Elected by City Council to fill vacancy.
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Elected March 9, 1943, for six years.
Ward 1—Walter -G. Stafford
Ward 2—Oscar St. Jacques
Ward 3—Amos J. Dinsmoor
bnB bsibnud 9 ibsY sr!
Ward 4—*Warren B. Sanborn
Ward 5—Frank E. Pearson
Ward 6—Haven E. Corliss oiJy
~'mb ni si ion
INSPECTORS OF ELECTION
Appointed by the City Council, October 9, 1944, for two years.
Ward 1—Willis E. Floyd
Walter A. Woodward
1 b9snojriius ax Yd9'i9itCarl F. Blaisdell
John E. Hoey
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Norman G - Perreault
Ward 3—Matthew Newell
9ftt ^d ; fElmer S. Tilton
a/ft vjci *Amelia G. Hescock
Albert R. Collins
David J. Wilkinson
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*Elected by City Council to fill vacancy.
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RESOLUTIONS
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Forty-Four
A Resolution authorizing temporary loans to an amount
not exceeding Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars in ani-
cipation of the taxes of the present Municipal year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows
:
That for the purpose of meeting current expenses of the
City, the City Treasurer be and hereby is authorized and
empowered to make temporary loans from time to time for
the use of said City of sums not exceeding the aggregate
amount of $250,000.00, said loans being in the anticipation of
the taxes of the present municipal year and hereby expressly
made payable therefrom, and to give for such loans subject to
the written approval of the Committee on Finance, notes of
the City, each note to become due and payable within one
year from its date. Said Notes shall be signed by the Mayor
and City Treasurer and countersigned by the City Clerk, shall
be registered in the books kept for that purpose in the offices
of the City Treasurer and City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved March 27, 1944.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-four
A Resolution making appropriations for the year ending
February 15, 1945.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows
That the following appropriations be made for the year
ending February 15, 1945, which appropriations shall be in
full for all expenditures in each department named.
Aged Dependents $14,000.00
City Officers' Expenses 7,000.00









Bowman Street Walk $543.00
Dolloff Street Walk 740.00
Fenton Avenue Walk 709.00
Lyman Street Walk 366.00
Shepard Street Walk 437.00
Taylor Street Walk 572.00
Pleasant Street Curb 691.00
History of Laconia 2,000.00
Hydrant Service 4,500.00
Laconia Airport Authority 500.00
Laconia Hospital 9an9l 5,000.00
Lakes Region Development 900.00
Memorial Day insn; 300.00
Public Library and Gale Park nem;ri£qMi671.37
Public Wharves: Lakeport and The Weirs 450.00
Red Cross—Partial Rent Chapter House 240.00
Vital Statistics mJIHH OVLA 8Y.A 225.00
Bridge and Highway Bonds isyr [ 4,000.00
City Hall Bonds 2,000.00
Improvement Bonds . 10,000.00
Improvement Bonds 2 no!, 3,000.00
Practical Arts School Bonds / 9UJ 3,750.00
School Equipment Notes iasijg nam 2,000.00
Serial Note b iBq3l ,1,500.00
Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Street Pavement Bonds diuD JasiiS 2,500.00
50> $561,123.93
Passed and approved, July 24, 1944.
".'•3,gS tnamiiBqaa s^Iol
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-four jnsmqolsvsd BiiaW
A Resolution raismg money by taxation for the year end-
ing February 15, 1945. noinu?:
00. sibW nfiisior>l io Bns-isisV
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That there shall be raised and there is ordered to be
raised on the polls and estate liable to be taxed within said
City the sum of five hundred twenty-two thousand six hun-
22
dred four and four one hundredths ($522,604.04) dollars to
defray the necessary expenses and charges of the City for the
financial year ending February 15, 1945.
Passed and approved July 24, 1944.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-five
A Resolution authorizing the various departments of the
City Govrenment to function until their budgets for the fiscal
year are approved.
-
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follows:
That all departments of the Laconia City Government be
and hereby are authorized to carry on their usual functions
until the budget of each department for the fiscal year is passed
on and approved by the incoming City Council to be elected in
March, 1945.
Passed and approved February 15, 1945.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-four:
An ordinance relating to the salary of the City Treasurer.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Amend Section 1 of Chapter 18 of the Compiled Ordinances
of 1941 as amended by an ordinance passed and approved July
13, 1942, by striking- out the whole thereof and inserting in
place thereof the following:
Section 1. The City Treasurer shall receive in full for
his services the sum of Eight Hundred Dollars per annum pay-
able in equal quarterly payments.
Passed and approved July 31, 1944.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-four:
An Ordinance relating to the salaries of the Chief and
Assistant Engineers of the fire department.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Amend Section 5 of Chapter 22 of the Compiled Ordin-
ances by striking out the whole thereof and inserting in place
thereof the following:
Section 5: The chief engineer of the fire department shall
receive in full for his services the sum of two thousand four
hundred seventy-five dollars per annum, payable weekly. The
salaries of the first, second, third and fourth assistant engin-
eers shall be two hundred fifty dollars each per annum, payable
quarterly.
Passed and approved July 31, 1944.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
forty-five
An Ordinance relating to retail business establishments,
plays, games, sports, theatrical or vaudeville performances and
motion pictures on the Lord's Day.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follows:
Section 1. It shall be lawful for all retail business estab-
lishments to keep open for the reception of company and sale
of merchandise, and to conduct plays, games, sports, and ex-
hibitions within the City of Laconia. But this Ordinance shall
not be construed to permit public dancing, horse racing or
prize fights at any time on the Lord's Day; or the games of
baseball, hockey, or football, or any games, sports or exhibitions
of physical skill to which admission is charged or donations
accepted, to be held earlier than one o'clock in the afternoon,
or the opening of theatrical or vaudeville performances or
motion pictures earlier than two o'clock in the afternoon.
Section 2. This Act shall take effect upon its passage and
approval by a majority vote of the legal voters present and
voting at the next regular election.
Passed and approved February 15, 1945.
R. W. SMITH, Mayor.
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LACONIA HOSPITAL
.^.ildj8^39 aaaniaua i.to-" 5T~ >i 9onBnibiO nA
bv io lBoi'iJB9rii ,8iioqa ,89m
February 26, 1945.
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
iiO erij y,d I>9niBD'ro Jx 93
During the past two years the Laconia Hospital has been
carrying a capacity load. We need first more beds, but of
almost equal importance is added space to provide for segre-
i oi i
gation of departments. An enlarged nurses home with class
rooms and facilities for recreation will do much to strengthen
our school. The heating plant will be enlarged to serve the
greater hospital.
isdo 3i noiaairnbjs rfoirfw oi Ilbfg iBoia^riq lo
jioolo'o 9no n&rti i9iIiB9 bled 9d( oi ,t>e J •
We are planning a campaign in June with a minimum
objective of $275,000.00.-
S
Our hospital ranks high among the hospitals of New England
and we must keep it in that position.
We regret very much that Mr. Albert F. Dolloff is leaving
us March 1st. He is accepting a similar position in Torrington,
Conn., where he will be director of a larger hospital with
greater opportunities for service. He is leaving the Laconia
Hospital a stronger institution because of his contribution. We
appreciate his work here and wish him all success in his new
position.
We are pleased to welcome as our new superintendent Mr.
S. R. Mitchell, a man of broad business and hospital experience.
Respectfully yours,
ARTHUR D. O'SHEA,
President, Laconia Hospital Assn.
TREASURER'S REPORT
-:£S „, '092 5o egriBdoxa
N. J. Harnnian, Treasurer
•'10,8 I noJ^nirrrna
For the Year Ending December 31, 1944




Paid account-1944 accounts 86,005.07
Paid acount—1943 accounts 12,096.04
Paid account—1942 accounts and previous 8,939.81
Interest on funds 13,002.87
larlio—rtoijf;
Town and City Appropriations
Town of Alton 200.00
Town of Belmont 39ilqqu£ 200.00
Town of Bristol 50.00
City of Laconia 39iiqqua * 5,000.00
Town of Gilford 400.00
Town of Gilmanton 89ilqqu8 gniq 100.00
Town of Meredith 500.00
Town of Moultonboro 200.00
Town of Sanbornton 100.00
Town of Sandwich 375.00
Town of Tamworth 100.00
^ . -,_ i.- j t, -gni&IiuHContributions and Bequests:
Women's Progress Club, Meredith, N. H. 5.00
R. Lee Parent 10.00
Daniel Mason "• ™
_ ..... . uq vjIbusbO saehea^I s oir ..Camp Winaukee 25.00
Ediths 500.00
. h :a \o i AAAAAMrs. C. B. Q. Maynard 1,000.00
~,. A , ,, , ..., H M lo ,oD 90XVI98 oilriu'f Kjxfo „
- . >0 beisbilozaoO itBgirioiM as 'AJEstate of Charles H. Davie 183.00
Estate of Frank B. Stanley 18,300.00
Estate of Mark M. Robinson 1,900.00
Estate of Katherine S. Chase 458.78_ . . . „ _ n, BsiTa 3 sinoois^ •
Estate of Amy C. Goodwin *
Estate of Ella F. Morrison 2,027.0.
— or
Estate of Eliza R. Mathes 4,168.54




r g 19cf 2,229.57
Cities Service Power & Lt. 5^s of 1949 called 5,000.00
Arizona Edison 5's of 1960 called 2,500.00
27
50 shares Missouri Public Service Co. common sold 494.44
Exchange of securities—balance due 348.75
Birmington Electric Co. 4%'s of 1968 called 3,000.00
Fefund—John Sexton & Co. account 9.40
$252,935.30
PAYMENTS
Payroll for Faculty, Nurses and Employes $104,835.89
Provisions 37,064.30
General Repairs and Equipment 8,400.75







Nurses' and Nursing School Supplies 2,372.97
Housekeeping Supplies 2,567.60
Drugs 6,645.38






Rent—High Street House 1,200.00
U. S. Savings Bond Series G
—
2V2 % of 1965-70 purchased 5,000.00
100 shares Peerless Casualty purchased 1,425.00
50 shares Public Service Co. of N. H. $6 Pfd. purchased 5,550.00
43 shares Public Service Co. of N. H. $5 Pfd. purchased 4,471.50
50 shares Michigan Consolidated Gas Co.
4% Cum. Pfd. 5,296.11
125 shares Eaton & Howard Fund purchased 2,956.25
5,000 South Pacific R. R. Co. 4's 1955 purchased 5,034.18








Honorable Mayor and City Council
Laconia, .New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
Herewith is submitted the report of the Board of Health:
With the exception of the outbreak of poliomyelitis last
fall, there were no serious epidemics.
The milk producers are maintaining their usual supply of
very excellent milk, and the milk inspector has continued to do
good work. Laconia is fortunate, both in having an efficient
inspector and producers who are always anxious to co-operate
with him. This is a very important department of health work
and must be continued at all costs.
Doubtless Federal funds will be available after the war
for public works of various kinds, and it is absolutely essential
that a sewage disposal plant be constructed within the next
five years. As it looks now, Federal laws will soon be passed
compelling the cleaning up of the Merrimack River, and Laconia
is one of the chief offenders. The increase in taxable property
which would be constructed around the shores of Lake Winnis-
quam following this would eventually pay for any expense
incurred by the City.
The annual complaint against the lock-up is hereby regis-
tered, and it is hoped that the construction of a new City Hall
within the next few years will take care of this.
The salary of the city nurse was raised very slightly a few
months ago, but a further raise is advised as the present
salary is not in keeping with the present cost of living.
Respectfully submitted,
J. R. PERLEY, M. D.
Secretary, Board of Health
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
For Year of 1944
Number of visits made during the year 1775
Medical 1235
Surgical 238




Infant care baa ~iov&M aid sir 78
Home visits (instructive) 27
Receipt for city cases $308.50
JULIA PERIARD, R. N.
.•H lo biBoS. 9iii :>
MILK INSPECTOR
Milk inspection work was carried on as usual during 1944.
In addition to the regular milk testing, water samples
were submitted daily from Laconia and Lakeport, and tested
in the milk laboratory.
A war safety regulation required that water samples be
tested daily through part of 1944, later this was changed to
occasional samples. The extra equipment was supplied by the
water company.
Each year a larger percentage of the milk and cream con-
sumed in Laconia is pasteurized.
Stores selling milk and cream in Laconia were checked for
refrigeration and source of supply.
i
General Milk and Water Statistics
Total samples tested 970
Milk—all tests 452
Cream and ice cream 34
Skim milk 12
Water—presumptive test 400+
Samples—unsatisfactory all tests 72
Inspection Details
Farms producing milk for Laconia area 60
Farms producing for local dealers ^ ||
Farms producing for and selling in Laconia,
licensed 29 $67.00
Dealers—plants inspected and licensed 5 25.00











To The Honorable Mayor and City Council
Laconia N. H. ^^ wo* 9f^ ^° ^mjo 'j;>£ «0
During the past year, the Department responded to thirty-
one box alarms and one hundred sixty-one on the telephone
system. .snob
The total insurance paid during the year 1944 was $24,311.46
on buildings and contents.
There was no loss from fire that was not covered by
insurance.
babnsqxa
The apparatus on hand consists of four pumpers and hose
trucks, two ladder trucks, two auxiliary pumps, one skid pump,
and one forest fire pump valued at $37,000.00
8,000 feet good hose 5,300.00
Three fire stations 30,000.00
Fire alarm system -gbBh 15,000.00
Equipment on apparatus I .010,000.00
$67,300.00
Respectfully yours,





To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Laconia, N. H.:
On account of the low interest rate, again we advise that a
minimum of $200.00 be left as a trust fund.
Work to be done is carefully considered and funds are
conserved as much as possible. Only the very necessary work is
done.




















































Hiram R. Elliott & Chas. A.
Franklin Elliott


























Lillian A. M. Stevens










































(also 54 Hillside and 415 Union)



































Name Fund Expended Hand
Rose A. Worrall 200.00 4.50 .01
Herbert R. Young 200.00 5.00 3.26
Florence Drew & Cora A. Yeaton 100.00 .00 .00
HILLSIDE CEMETERY
John Aldrich 75.00 2.00 11.52
Lydia Ames 50.00 2.00 1.13
Lewis D. Badger 100.00 2.00 12.01
A. L. Barrett 100.00 2.00 17.12
Gertrude G. Bartlett 50.00 1.10 .06
Mary C. Baxter 50.00 1.15 .03
Flora W. Bean 50.00 .25 1.0S
Norwin S. Bean 125.00 4.00 3.86
M. W. Blaisdell 50.00 1.00 .02
O. H. Bump 47.50 1.00 .02
Casper Bunker 50.00 2.00 1.63
Elizabeth Buntin 200.00 2.00 44.51
R. D. & A. G. Buzzell 75.00 2.00 8.31
Sarah E. Chapman 100.00 2.00 14.07
Samuel D. Church 100.00 2.00 23.58
Cora M. Clay 50.00 2.00 4.18
Lovell P. Crane 50.00 1.10 .03
Clarence S. Crane 150.00 1.50 .00
Ella F. Dana 100.00 2.00 .02
Albert H. Davis 100.00 2.00 .02
Ella Dolloff 50.00 1.00 .01
Myramay S. Elliott 100.00 .00 1.00
Charles E. Emerson 100.00 1.00 .03
Nellie V. Farwell 50.00 .00 1.15
Louisa Folsom 100.00 2.00 17.62
Gertrude M. George 100.00 2.00 15.39
Joseph Gilman 50.00 2.00 2.41
Emily O. Glazebrook 150.00 2.00 23.29
Lucy H. Goodwin 150.00 2.00 8.97
Ossian W. Goss 500.00 5.00 144.72
Viola Helme 100.00 2.00 12.26
Emma J. Hibbard 100.00 2.00 12.27
Theodore B. Hillerdt 100.00 4.00 4.31
Herbert F. Hoyt 100.00 4.00 5.57
Alice J. Kelley 50.00 1.00 .03
Jennie E. Knowles 50.00 1.00 .03




































John & Johanna Fitzgerald















Joseph and Roseanna Gauthier
George A. Ferguson
Josiah Rundlett
Peter and Edward Kyle











Florence Drew and Cora A. Yeaton
James Tangney
STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
Amount of trust funds on hand Feb. 15, 1944
Trust funds received during year
Unexpended interest on hand Feb. 15, 1944
Interest received during year
Amount of interest expended during year
Balance of interest on hand Feb. 15, 1945
Principal of trust funds on hand—Savings bank











































To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council:
As authorized by the Board of Trustees, I am forwarding
the report of Mrs. Barbara Cotton who succeeded Miss Mary
Lane as librarian June 26, 1944.
The trustees express their appreciation to you and your
Council for your cooperation with us.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY T. TURNER,
Chairman, Board of Trustees.
LIBRARIAN
To the Board of Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
I herewith submit my report as librarian of the Laconia
Public Library for the year ending February 15, 1945.
With the exception of the librarian, the personnel at both
the main library and the Goss Reading Room at Lakeport has
remained unchanged during the year. Mrs. Goldie Bean Ross
profited by two weeks study at the summer library Institute
held in Concord. Other staff and Trustee members attended
the Boston Book Fair and both state and New England Regional
Library Association meetings. All these meetings have em-
phasized the necessity of planning for post-war adjustments.
The total circulation at both libraries has decreased during
the past year, due no doubt, to the busy unsettled times which
we are experiencing. However, it is encouraging to note that
the juvenile circulation is increasing.
Throughout the year we have had special exhibits to com-
memorate the various holidays. The children's corner of the
reference room has been made more attractive by the use of
appropriate displays. A large Christmas tree was decorated
with ornaments made by the children. Appreciative comments
from the public assure us that these improvements are well
worth the planning and extra labor.
In the spring of 1944 the Winnipesaukee Branch of the
American Association of University Women sponsored an At-
lantic Cruise Reading Contest. Students between the third and
sixth grades were encouraged to participate. The Association
awarded individual prizes of small globes to the winners of
the Contest, and to the library it presented a large revolving
globe on a floor stand. This gift has been of great benefit to
the patrons of the library, particularly the students, and the
library appreciates the generosity of the Association.
Library Memorial Hall is used regularly by several organ-
izations for their meetings. In August the Laconia Art Group
exhibited paintings by its members. The annual exhibit by this
club always attracts a large number of art lovers, and is one
of the enjoyable features of the summer season.
The Trustees cooperated with the Laconia Evening Citizen
in arranging for the second annual Authors Tea held at the
Laconia Tavern August 30. Many authors and librarians visited
the library and Memorial Hall at that time.
Book Week was observed in November. The display of
new childrens books was in keeping with Book Week slogan
"United Through Books". During Book Week we were very
fortunate to have on exhibition in Memorial Hall many original
manuscripts and books of famous authors loaned by Dr. Curtis
Hidden Page of Gilmanton. One afternoon during the week,
Dr. Page gave a scholarly and most interesting address on the
pleasure of collecting original manuscripts and first editions.
The address was thoroughly enjoyed by an appreciative audi-
ence.
Outstanding among the gifts received was a large Amer-
ican flag which had been flown over the capitol at Washington,
D. C, and a choice silver service presented by Mr. William M.
Dearborn. This service, over one hundred years old, originally
belonged to his grandparents, Alfred and Octavia (Bean)
Prescott of Gilmanton. This is a valuable addition to the
treasures rapidly being assembled in Memorial Hall.
In December the students of the fifth and sixth grades at
Gilford Avenue school gave a twenty-five dollar bond to be
held in trust by the Trustees of the library until its maturity,
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at which time the money will be used to purchase children's
books for the library. The agreement was signed by each pupil,
and accepted and signed by the Trustees.
Generous gifts of books have been received from library
patrons during the year. Three years' copies of the 'Laconia
Evening Citizen' have been bound for the library by the Citizen
Publishing Company.
The Lakeport Library received five hundred dollars from
the estate of Miss Ella J. Morrison, in memory of her aunt
Caroline M. Hayward. It has been decided to use this money
to equip a children's room with suitable furniture and book
cases. This room has already been redecorated and when fur-
nished, will add greatly to the usefulness and service of this
attractive library.
The rental collection which was temporarily discontinued
was resumed in January. This collection makes more copies
of new and popular books available to the public earlier than
would otherwise be possible.
The severe drought of the summer made it essential that
more water than usual be used to keep the grounds verdant and
attractive. The flowers of the Victory garden were replaced
in the Fall with evergreens illuminated with red, white and blue
lights. This lighted "V" attracted many favorable comments.
Two attempts have been made to meet the critical fuel
shortage this winter. The attic of the library was insulated
and the result has been a noticeable improvement in a more
even distribution of heat throughout the library. To conserve
our limited supply of fuel, both libraries have been operating
each day on a shorter schedule of hours.
In March 1945, the S. S. LACONIA VICTORY, named in
honor of this city, will be launched at Baltimore, Md. Mrs.
Robinson W. Smith, wife of the Mayor, will act as sponsor for
the ship, and at that time will present to the boat a library
from the citizens of Laconia. The task of selecting and send-
ing the books was assigned to the Trustees and the librarian.
Approximately one hundred twenty-five books will be sent.
Two carved plaques carrying greetings to the officers and men
o." the boat will also be the gift of the city.
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My first seven months as librarian of the Laconia Public
Library has been a very happy experience due to the whole
hearted cooperation of the members of the staff and the gen-





Number of books added during the year 1106
Number of books withdrawn during the year 396
Number of books borrowed on inter-library loan 61
Number of books loaned on inter-library loan 9
Periodicals received (excluding duplicates) 80
Newspapers received (excluding duplicates) 9
Number of new registrations 511
Number of days open 302
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Laconia, New Hampshire.
February 15, 1945.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We hereby submit the forty-fourth annual report of the
Board of Public Works, together with the detailed financial
statement covering the operations of the City Engineering,
Street and Sewer Departments during the past fiscal year.
We are transmitting herewith for your consideration, also,
a copy of the detailed report of the City Engineer, as submitted
to us, including his suggestions and recommendations for the
ensuing year.
Although the handicap of decreased manpower and reduced
facilities have been seriously felt, the maintenance work of the
Departments have been carried on, we believe, in a satisfactory
manner. The public generally, appreciating the existing con-
ditions, has been cooperative, and complaints have remained
at a minimum.
The City Engineer and his assistant, the foremen and men
are entitled to credit for intelligent planning and faithful and
untiring work in their several capacities.
Although study and consideration is being given to Post
War planning for Public Works, including projects to take up
the slack of unemployment, likely to ensue, it seems at this
time, doubtful if much construction work can be provided for
and undertaken this season, and it therefore would appear that
we should confine our immediate recommendations and plans
along the lines of maintenance, leaving to a later date, a discus-
sion of construction needs.
We wish to endorse and emphasize especially, the recom-
mendation of the City Engineer, relative to the need for three
new truck units with adequate snow plows, and we would urge
provision for the erection of a suitable work shop and garage
for the storage and repair of our equipment.
The purchase of the "SnoGo" unit, for use in connection
with snow removal on the principal streets, it would seem, was a










































present severe winter, with its heavy snow fall have caused
many expressions of approval from our citizens and the excellent
condition of our main street, soon after a heavy storm, has
been widely commented upon by our business visitors from out
of town, as well.
The T. R. A., or State Aid for Class Five Roads, is expected
to be available this year and we recommend that the City
cooperate and raise its share of funds in order to continue
improvement of the so-called outlying roads within the City
limits.
We close our report with the urgent recommendation that
an adequate appropriation be made for routine maintenance,
winter expense and the customary all year services rendered
by this Department.








































Board of Public Works.
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To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen:
I present herewith the report of the Public Works Depart-
ment for the fiscal year ending February 15, 1945. The amount













timbers in the truss frame show evidence of rot and the timber
mat under the stone pier has deteriorated causing an uneven
settlement of the pier.
Plumbing
Nine house connections were made to the sanitary sewers
and 50 permits for plumbing additions were issued and the
work inspected. Two plumbing examinations were held during
the year but no new licenses were issued.
Sanitary Sewers and Drains
Changes and repairs were made to existing sewers and
drainage system but no additions or extensions were laid. The
thirty-two miles of sanitary sewers were carefully flushed
and are in good condition. The department purchased 325 feet
of flexible sewer rods to replace the wooden rods formerly
used and they have proven to be a labor and time saver in
freeing sewer lines of obstructions.
Sidewalks
Sidewalks on the following streets were graded and
surfaced with asphalt concrete:
Fenton Avenue 333.33 sq. yds.
Bowman Street 414.60 sq. yds.
Lyman Street 142.22 sq. yds.
Shepard Street 167.22 sq. yds.
Taylor Street 230,55 sq. yds.
Dolloff Street 376.00 sq. yds.
3,060 sq. yds. of worn sidewalks were renewed with an
asphalt top and a number of dirt sidewalks were graded and
given a surface of stone dust.
Street Resurfacing
The apropriations for street tarring and maintenance of
macadam enabled us to surface treat 300,000 sq. yds. of gravel
and macadam streets. Sixty-seven thousand gallons of MC3 as-
phalt was used and applied on the gravel streets at the rate of
Ys gallon per sq. qd., which was covered with sand, honed and
rolled. The macadam pavement received two applications of %
gallon each with a pea stone and sand covering. This treatment
provides a smooth riding surface and prolongs the life of the
pavement.
General
Two hundred and seventeen feet of granite curb was laid on
Pleasant Street which completes curbing the east side of that
street as far as Folsom Street.
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Funds were provided for the purchase of a street broom
and an order was placed early in the season for a Littleford
power sweeper which we received too late to use in 1944 but
it will be pressed into service in the spring clean-up of our
highways.
Two street extensions and one new street were laid out
by the Mayor and City Council but no appropriation was pro-
vided for building them. Funds should be allotted this year
to grade, gravel and surface these highways.
The purchase of a parcel of land from Leon Morin and
located near the Cotton Hill road has provided this department
with a gravel and sand pit which will furnish us with an
abundant supply of this material for street construction and
maintenance.
This department has long experienced the need for a work-
shop and heated garage for its trucks and other equipment
and this need has become a necessity since our shed on Water
Street was gutted by fire last summer. At present we have
no building wherein we can make even minor repairs to our
trucks and a number of them are stored in unheated sheds.
I believe that it would be in the interest of economy to erect
a suitable building of this nature at our yards on Messer
Street.
As I stated in my report of last year our l 1/^ ton trucks
are not adequate for plowing some of the hilly sections of the
city and as prospects seem favorable that more motorized
equipment will be made available for purchase this year we
should procure three 3% tons truck units with adequate
plows.
The extreme winter conditions have made it necessary
to expend much more than the usual amount for winter ex-
pense, especially for plowing and snow removal. Our trucks
have had extremely severe usage and the cost of keeping them
in repair has been high. In the matter of snow removal the
department was fortunate in having secured a loader without
which we would have been greatly handicapped this winter,





Supt. of Streets and Sewers.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
REPORT OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
To The Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We respectfully submit the report of The Laconia Police
Department for the year ending January 31, 1945. We respect-
fully urge your careful reading of the report which gives a
comprehensive report of the services rendered by the depart-
ment.
An invitation was extended by John Edgar Hoover, of The
Federal Bureau of Investigation, to designate Chief Hubbard
to attend FBI National Police Academy. The Chief is now
attending the academy in Washington. This invitation is a
great honor to The Chief and to The City of Laconia. We feel
sure that his attending this academy will be a great bene-
fit to him and to this department.
We have been greatly handicapped by a shortage of police
officers due to some men being sick and others being in the
armed service. We are able to continue to give the usual pro-
tection due to the cooperation of our police officers who are
working extra time and often work their days off.
December 16th we wrote you making the following sug-
gestions for Post War improvements.
1. That a Detention House or City Lock Up be built. It
is not necessary for us to go into details regarding the build-
ing now being used as you know of the improper condition of
this building. However, we would call your attention to the
fact that persons put in this building have not been before
the court and found guilty but are locked up because they
can not furnish bail.
If a new city hall is planned the detention house should
be in this building and the department would like to be con-
sulted regarding the lay out of the quarters- they will use.
If a city building is not constructed the department would re-
commend that a new detention house be constructed.
2. That an up to date card index of police court records
be made. The system now in use is antiquated and it is ne-
cessary for the chief to go over several kinds of records in
order to make a summary of a persons police record. This
project was to be started several years ago but was given up






Report of Chief of Police to the Board of Police Commis-




Whole number of arrests, 248
Causes of Arrest
Arrested for out-of-town officers, 4
Assault, 13
Assault on an officer, 1
Rape 1
Breaking and entering and larceny, 4




Failing to have car registered 3
Failing to stop car after accident 4
Giving beer to a minor 2
Idle and disorderly person, 11
Insane person, 8
Keeping unlicensed dog, 1
Larceny, 8
Larceny of auto 3
Lewdness, 1
Missuse of auto plates 1
Non-support of family, 5
Neglecting children, 1
Offensive language, 2
Over speeding auto, 5
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Operating auto without license, 8
Operating auto recklessly, 1
Operating auto without proper lights, 1
Operating auto while under influence of liquor, 10
Operating auto after license is suspended 3
Reckless driving death resulting, 1
Receiving stolen goods, 1
Selling short measure of wood, 1
Selling beer to a minor, 1
Selling liquors without license, 1
Trespassing of stock, 1
Resisting arrest, 1
Violation of fish and game laws, 1
Allowing an unlicense person to operate, 1
Failing to keep to right of road, 2
Taking auto without permission 3
Violation parking regulation, 31
Operating auto with faulty brakes, 1
Total, 248
How Disposed Of
Paid fine and costs, 13fo
Delivered to out-of-town officers, 1*
Committed to house of correction upon sentence, 2*
Committed to State hospital, 8
Complaints placed on file, 4
Paid cost, 30
Found Not Guilty, 4
Suspended by paying costs, 4
r>ail forfeit, 7
Appealed to Superior Court, 3
Discharged without being brought before the Court, 2
Bound over to Superior Court, 7
Suspended sentence, 4
Continued for sentence, 4
Total, 248
Lodgers






Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners, 15
Dangerous sidewalks reported, 4
Dangerous streets reported, 13
Breaks in water pipes reported, 6
Fires extinguished without alarm, 1
Fires discovered and alarms given, 2
Assistance to injured persons, 2
Lost children restored to parents, 23
Dead bodies recovered, 1
Store doors found open and secured, 791
Complaints received and investigated, 818
Burglaries reported, 6
Larcenies reported, 21
Assisted out-of-town officers, 69
Assistance rendered, 212
Fires attended, 27




Telephone duty calls, 19385
Police radio calls, 8882




To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my annual report as Clerk of the Muni-
cipal Court of Laconia.
The criminal cases brought before the Court and disposal
of same are shown in detail by the report of the Chief of Police.




Received from fines and costs $3,157.21
Writs, warrants and entry fees 13.92
Entry fees, Small Claims Court 17.10
$3,188.23
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Mrs. Marion Hilliard, money recovered $100.00
Officers fees 72.09
Postage, small claims 2.39
Witness fees 16.36





OVERSEER OF THE POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
Gentlemen:
It is my privilege and duty to submit herewith my report
as Overseeer of the Poor for the year ending February 15,
1945.
This department has not received as many applications
for assistance as in previous years; aid being given to persons
incapacitated for physical employment.
The amount appropriated for support of poor for year
ending February 15, 1945 was $12,000.00 Received from re-
funds $282.30, total receipts $12,282.30, amount unexpended
$5,404.86 which was transferred to excess and deficiency ac-
count by direction of the City Council.
Respectfully submitted,
MILDRED H. BUCKLIN,
Overseer of the Poor.
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PARK COMMISSION
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
As Secretary of the Laconia Park Commission, I submit
the following brief report for the year ending December 31st,
1944.
Routine meetings were held to plan the activities of the
three parks for the year. Mr. Richard Shelley, Chairman, pre-
sided at each meeting, attended by all members of the Park
Commission, Mrs. Lawrence Holt, Mrs. Percy Philbrook, Dr.
Clarence Rowe, and Mayor Robinson W. Smith. A special
meeting was called in November to listen to an appeal from
representatives of the High School Teen Age Group. Mr.
Rhoden Eddy was present as an advisor to the group.
The schedule for Park activities for the summer season
was June 26 through August 19—with the following personnel
—Opechee—Miss Jessie Dutrizac, Miss Margaret Goranson,
Miss Virginia Billings—Wyatt Park—Miss Esma Ford—Leavitt
Park—Mr. Charles Peterson, Miss Jean Proctor. The Red
Cross Chapter voted $150.00 towards the Life Saving Program
for water front activities. A full and complete schedule was
carried out by all parks with a very good average attendance
of younger boys and girls. Leavitt Park has two newly hard
surfaced tennis courts. Opechee Park has a new diving board.
Club houses at each of the three parks are widley used for
Community uses all the year.
The Winter skating program included eight weeks, Decem-
ber 18 to February 11, inclusive. Contracts were given to Mr.
Victor Walker for Leavitt Park, to Mr. Michael Roubo for
Opechee Park, to Mr. John O'Connor for Wyatt Park and to
Mr. Wilfred Gilbert for Casino Square.
Because of the War and travel difficulties, all parks are
in constant use by all age groups in the City, and the City of





REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN, LACONIA SCHOOL BOARD
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
As Chairman of the School Board of the City of Laconia
since my election on April 18, 1944, I take this opportunity to
advise the citizens of Laconia that in my opinion our schools
under the careful guidance of our Superintendent, Rhoden B.
Eddy, stand among the highest in our state. His report, which
follows, will give a more detailed description of the system
for the year and will be of interest to all taxpayers and par-
ticularly so to those having children in school. All of us desire
that all the children of Laconia shall have the best in educational
advantages and, beyond this, that our school system shall be a
credit and an asset to the city.
The expense of education in these critical times of war
is known to be great, and we are especially conscious of the
fact that we must pay higher salaries to our teachers; either
this or they will be forced to seek employment elsewhere under
more favorable standards. The School Board has tried to meet
the problem by adopting a salary schedule and giving a "cost
of living" increment beyond the schedule, and I believe the
plan is working with some success.
I think the taxpayers will be pleased to know that the
School Board accepted our superintendent's recommendation
that many new books be purchased for our elementary grades
this year, that sanitary and adequate physical education quarters
be created in the high school building to replace the present
inadequate facilities, that the ground floor of the Practical
Arts Building be floored and the space developed into a modern
cafeteria to serve the whole high school population (which I
hope will be ready at an early date), that our elementary
grades be re-organized to give the pupils greater educational
advantages. Beyond these recommendations the Board ac-
cepted other recommendations of importance, some of which
will be mentioned elsewhere.
The Laconia School Board is pleased with the interest
shown by the Laconia Chamber of Commerce in the school
system and condition of the school plant; the Board welcomes
the interest and the constructive attitude of the Chamber of
Commerce.
Again, through Mr. Eddy, the School Board has made in-
struction in the Practical Arts and Home Economics Depart-
ments of the high school available to the boys and girls of
the seventh and eighth grades of the Parochial Schools, and
recently the free use of the high school gymnasium to the St.
Joseph's School basketball teams.
During the past year the Board has had numerous and
varied matters with which to deal, including a plan for
granting high school diplomas to seniors entering the armed
forces before completing the year, a program of adult educa-
tion through evening school courses, conducting Child Care
Day Centers, fixing tuition rates for non-resident pupils at-
tending Laconia schools, and the care and maintenance of school
property. In these and all other matters it is my sincere hope
that the taxpayers will perceive the earnest desire of the
Laconia School Board to serve the citizens of Laconia by
serving the two objectives mentioned at the end of the first
paragraph of this report, which are: To bring to all the children
in Laconia the best educational advantages, and to favor poli-
cies that will make our school system a credit and an asset to
Laconia.
Respectfully submitted,
THEO S. JEWETT, Chairman.
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ORGANIZATION AND TEACHING STAFF
High School Teaching Staff, September, 1944
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Ruth E. Trull Physical Education
*John J. Wedluga Physical Education
Margaret E. Welch Commercial Subjects
Harry F. Wiley Science
Doris B. Wilson English
Teachers who left during the year or summer vacation:
Henry A. DeNies, Mrs. Kathleen S. Edmands, Foster J. Flint,
Dorothy E. Frost, Rolland R. Gove, Mary E. Hynes, Mary J.
Quinzani, Roy E. Read, Edna L. Smith. These were replaced by
teachers whose names are astericked above.
Elementary Teaching Staff, September, 1944
Academy Street
Helen L. Maxcy Grade 1
Helen S. Chase Grade 2
Ruth N. Kelley, principal Grade 3
Ann Harrison Grade 4
Louise E. Bachelder Special
Batchelder Street
Marjorie Chase Grade 5
Katherine McLaughlin Grade 6
Elinor G. Jones, principal Special
Gilford Avenue
Priscilla Emerson Kindergarten
Mrs. Ruth V. Chick Grade 5
Rose Masavage, principal Grade 6
Harvard Street
Annabelle Allen Grade 1
Mrs. Shirley D. Lyman Grade 2
Mrs. Estella F. Day Grade 3
Phyllis Sulloway Grade 4
Virginia S. Douglass Grade 5
J. Hazel Duke, principal Grade 6
Mechanic Street
Emily F. Collins Grade 1
Olive C. Toothaker Grade 2
Mrs. Helen Brown Judkins Grade 3
Ethel W. Lange, principal Grade 4
S. Ellen Mitchell Grade 5
Dorothy M. Douglass Grade 6
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Washington Street
Evelyn M. Staples Kindergarten
Helene E. Dudley Grade 1
Mrs. Ruby B. Cayes Grade 2
Mrs. Mary F. Maclver Grade 3
Mrs. Alice C. Tefft, principal Grade 4
Miss Josephine B. Keay and Mrs. Margaret Tracy Raedio






Miss Ruby A. Blaine replaced Mr. Wendall S. Withington,
Music Supervisor. Miss Pauline E. Fancher replaced Miss
Pauline Alberts, Art Supervisor.
OTHER STAFF MEMBERS
High School Lunchroom
Mrs. Eva F. Abbott, manager Mrs. Gladys G. Brooks
Mrs. Claire O. Dow Mrs. Clara T. Jones
Washington Street Lunchroom
Mrs. Althea Locke Mrs. Theresa J. Toutant
Child Day Care Centers
Mrs. Marie P. Collins, supervisor
Mrs. Beverly L. Bacon, nurse
Mrs. Mae H. Caverly, clerk
Academy Street
Doris M. Maloney Justine R. Hyatt
Mrs. Martha F. Goddard Mrs. Helen H. Willey
Mrs. Frances G. Ethridge Mrs. Almande M. Cartier
June K. Allen
Gilford Avenue
Mrs. Ida P. Hoyt Beatrice L. Noyes
Mrs. Elva A. Johnson Mrs. Waver L. Foote
Mrs. Ida Mulno Mrs. Alpha A. Leroux
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High School Janitors
Albert C. Champney Ernest E. Morin
Milton Hayward Peter Vallier
Academy, Batchelder Streets, Gilford Avenue Janitor
Charles A. Vandell





To the members of the School Board and Citizens of Laconia:
I am pleased to submit the following report for the school
year 1943-44.
TABLE I











778790 Average membership, elementary schools
(grades 1-6)
259 Average membership, June High 248
(grades 7-8)
666 Average membership, Senior High 590
(grades 9-12)
1715 Total average membership, all grades 1616
1977 Total Registration 1837
SCHOOL FINANCES
For the year ending June 30, 1944
The financial year for the schools is not the financial year
of the city, which ends February 15 at the present time. The
school year runs from the first day of July in one year through
the thirtieth of June of the following year.
TABLE 3
Receipts

















(Year ending June 30, 1944)
Administration
:
Salary of district officers $ 95.00
Superintendent's Excess Salary 1,962.50
Truant Officer and School Census 476.70
Expenses of Administration 3,351.23
Instruction:
Principals' and Teachers' Salaries 120,087.32
Textbooks 3,453.96
Scholars' Supplies 6,137.91
Flags and Appurtenances 24.00
Other Expenses of Instruction 1,732.73
Operation and Maintenance of School Plant:
Janitor Service 8,381.00
Fuel 8,120.85
Water, Light, Janitors' Supplies 4,479.10
Minor Repairs and Expenses 6,613.74
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities:
Medical Inspection 2,128.78
Transportation of Pupils 2,671.00
Other Special Activities 8,871.63
Fixed Charges:
Tax for State-Wide Supervision* 3,914.00
Insurance and Other Fixed Charges 1,359.80
Outlay for Construction and Equipment:
Alterations of Old Buildings 46.45
New Equipment 743.87
Debt, Interest, and Other Charges:
Payment of Principal of Debt* 5,750.00
Payment of Interest on Debt* 1,641.25
Payments (WPT and OSYA—Federal Agencies) 6,687.72
$198,730.54
*Tax for Statewide Supervision 3,914.00
Payment of principal of debt 5,750.00
Payment of interest of debt 1,641.25
$11,305.25
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These items were charges paid by the city, but did not
constitute a part of the cost of operating the schools for 1943-
1944.
The following summary presents a series of comprehensive
financial facts for the part year.
I. Cost of operating all types of education $187,425.29
II. Receipts by School District for Operation 192,037.77
III. Unspent—turned back to the city 4,612.48
IV. Non-operating costs, spent by city 11,305.25
V. Total costs—all purposes 198,730.54
VI. Raised by taxation 182,250.25
Received from income 16,479.29
$198,730.54
VII. Tax rate in Laconia for 1944 $31.90 per thousand dollars
of valuation.
VIII. Approximate amount of tax rate for all educational pur-
poses $11.47
IX. Approximate relationship of net educational costs to total
costs for all city government in 1944—36%. This relation-
ship is very fair. It means that about one-third of all the
money raised for all purposes, last year went to meet
school costs. For actual operating expenses, however, only






1. Salaries District Officers
2. Superintendent's Excess Salary
3. Att. Office and Census
4. (Other) Exp. of Administration
4a. Salaries Sees, and Clerks
4b. Telephone and Mailings
Total for Administration $7,340.00 $7,340.00
II. Instruction
5. Principals and Teachers Salaries $132,821.00 $132,821.00
6. Texbooks 5,200.00 4,500.00





VII. Debt, Interest, Other Charges
*24 Principal of debt $5,750.00 $5,750.00
*25 Interest on debt $1,641.25 1,641.25
*26 Obligations of previous year
Total Debt, Interest, Other Charges! 7,391.25 7,391.25
Total I-VII Regular Expenses $203,666.00 $186,941.00
* (Items not included)
Extensions
VIII. Child Day Care Centers $1,200.00 $600.00
XI. Adult and Out-of-School education 400.00 400.00
Total VIII and IX—Extensions $1,600.00 $1,000.00
Grand Total—regular & extensions $205,266.00 $187,941.00
fThe figures in this column are those under which the schools
are operating—1944-1945.
The total appropriation for schools for the year (July 1,
1944, through June 30, 1945,) is $180,066. Of this amount
$1,000 was alloted to EXTENSIONS (see budget arrangement.)
The School Budget as it appears here (effective) is the
actual operating budget complete in all details. The starred
items (19, 24, 25, 26) are expenditures made by the city but
are not a part of the operating expenses.
All REGULAR expenditures (Total I through VII) are
those ordinarily thought of when day school costs are considered.
EXTENSIONS (items VIII and DX) are expenditures for
types of education beyond the traditional school program. These
items are self-explanatory as to their nature. They total $1000.




*Income from tuition, dog tax, rentals, etc., estimated in advance
Reports deal ordinarily with expenditures for the school
year just closed, and it is my hope to make some such report
immediately at the close of the school year, which is also the
fiscal year, annually. It is interesting, however, to examine
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the budget for the present year now. Assuming that the
amounts shown in the budget are all spent exactly, the follow-
ing analysis results:
ADMINISTRATION costs $7,340 or 3.9% of total budget.
INSTRUCTION costs $144,546 or 77.32% of total budget.
(a) Teachers' salaries are $132,821 or 71.05% of total
(b) Textbooks* are 4,500 or 2.41% of total
(c) Suppliesf are 6,025 or 3.22% of total
(d) All other inst. are 1,200 or .64% of total
'
*the budget figure will be exceeded for reasons given farther on.
fSupplies and textbooks together make up only 5.63% of the
total budget, and together represent an expenditure of only
$6.00 per pupil, approximately.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE costs $23,730 or 12.69%
of total budget
(a) Janitors' salaries are $9,300 or 4.93% of total
(b) Fuel costs are 7,500 or 4.10% of total
(c) Water and light are 3,000 or 1.56% of total
(d) Main, and Repairs are 3,930 or 2.10% of total
AUXILIARY AND SPECIAL ACTIVITIES costs $5,925 or
3.17% of total budget.
FIXED CHARGES costs $1,700 or 1.00% of total budget.
(Made by School Department only)
OUTLAY-CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT costs $3,700 or
1.98% of total budget.
The city will spend during the present school year the
following sums for:
Item 19—Tax for state supervision $3,724.00
Item 24—Principal of debt 5,750.00
Item 25—Interest on debt 1,651.25
Total $11,115.25
Item 19 represents a charge of $2.00 per child for every
child in Laconia between the ages of five and twenty-one and
is the procedure taken in New Hampshire to secure some of the
funds necessary for carrying on the work of the State Depart-
ment of Education. All New Hampshire towns and cities pay
this tax.
Items 24 and 25 are principal and interest payments on the
Practical Arts Building, constructed in 1936.
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FOREWORD
It is the superintendent's desire to do all in his power to
give Laconia a superior, modern school system so that it may,
as Chairman Jewett has stated, "Bring to all the children of
Laconia the best educational advantages and be a credit and an
asset to Laconia."
The superintendent serves the School Board elected by all
the people. The intelligence and vision of that body, the desire
of the individual members to work harmoniously together
solely in the interests of the boys and girls of Laconia and the
prestige and well being of the city, determine the effectiveness
of the superintendent. Laconia always has had the highest repu-
tation for having an effective, non-political school administra-
tion. Basically the citizens should take credit for this for they
have selected the persons responsible for advancing education
within the city.
Again, the superintendent can be effective only to the
extent that the teaching staff is qualified for its duties. The
quality of the teacher is the largest single factor in the quality
of the school system. Laconia has recognized this fact in its
willingness to consider the importance of teachers' salaries in
securing teachers for its boys and girls. Even now, however,
salaries are below the demands that costs of living make upon
the teachers, and are not yet in keeping with the renumeration
that should be made to those persons who must play so important
a part in the lives of children and youth.
Life is becoming more and more complex, and more inter-
esting for everyone, but particularly so for the many. The
opinions and desires of the whole population will find expression
in the whole political, social and economic situation controlling
American life. Every individual person must know how to
live effectively with all other persons and he must want so to
live. The statement is easily made, but its accomplishment
demands a tremendous contribution from education. To meet
changes and assure human progress, it is the sober truth that,
"What was good enough for me is not good enough for my
children." All the children of all the people must learn how
to live effectively together in a complex society; primarily,
it is the job of education to train them for such a life in such a
society.
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REVIEW OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
Elementary School Re-organization
It was the superintendent's early opinion that Laconia's
elementary school grades should be re-organized so that each
teacher would have a single grade. From the point-of-view
of teaching the fundamental school subjects alone, Standard
Test Results bore out the advisability of such a re-organization.
To bring about this re-organization, so that each teacher would
have but a single grade, required the transportation of some
children to a school building outside the area of the building
that had served all the children in that area in the past. The
explanation is complicated, but, briefly, there are too many
school buildings in Laconia for the density of population in
any prescribed area; such buildings as there are either too
large or too small to serve that area alone and provide grades
of adquate size. As a result there were mixed grades in all
but two of the elementary school buildings.
A mixed grade arrangement is forced upon those commun-
ities where the total school population is too large for the one
room rural school, but too small for the single grade organiza-
tion. In a city of fifteen thousand population one would not
expect to find a village school organization any more than he
would expect to find a rural school organization. In Laconia,
obviously, there are children enough in the elementary grades
to give them the benefits of the most effective type of organ-
ization.
It did not seem logical to permit the mere location of
school buildings, located from fifty to seventy years ago, or
more, to dictate what should be the educational advantages
of boys and girls today—more especially when simple in-city
transportation made that entirely unnecessary. Accordingly,
the elementary school grades opened in September with single
graded rooms only. The plan is working very well considering
some transportation restrictions; under normal conditions, trans-
portation and improved lunch services would make the plan
completely perfect. There is increased cost because of trans-
portation, though it is not large. Better educational services
usually do cost more.
Physical Education Facilities
At the time of its construction the high school building was
modern in its facilities and contained a gymnasium, an auditori-
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um, shops, science laboratory, library, and so on. In 1923, how-
ever, Laconia was only a little more than half as large as it is
now, and physical education consisted of athletic teams almost
entirely. There was no physical education program and there
were no real physical educational quarters. In the same way
that mechanic arts and home economics education developed
to a point where the city found it advisable to provide com-
pletely new quarters, the physical education program has come
into prominence (and the need of such education is pointed out
time and time again in army reports on the relatively inferior
physical condition of America's young men and women.) Sud-
denly Laconia High School's physical education facilities be-
came entirely inadequate. The gymnasium is not half large
enough to make possible the most effective type of physical
education program, and the athletic field proves to have the
same inadequacies, even while its surface deteriorates from
constant usage. Equally serious is the fact that shower
and locker room facilities for both boys and girls are make-
shifts—unsightly, unsatisfactory and unsanitary.
Specific plans for improving the last named condition were
begun in March, 1944. Mr. Archer Hudson, a well known
New Hampshire school architect, was engaged to prepare
plans for modern shower and locker room facilities for the
boys—and similar plans for the girls were to be inagurated the
following year. Plans were prepared (to be paid for when and
if the work was undertaken) and costs determined. The item
($15,000) was included in the School Board's Approved Budget.
It was the judgment of the appropriating body, however, that
the expenditure could not be made this year (1944) and funds
were not allowed.
The plan is complete and would give Laconia High School,
physical education boys' quarters that the city might be proud
to have outsiders view, but more important, these quarters
would insure hygenic and sanitary conditions instead of present
conditions.
Athletic Field
The high school athletic field falls into the same category as
the gymnasium; is not large enough for the physical education
program of a school that enrolled eleven hundred pupils (before
the war), and it is not complete for track athletics. Bleacher
space is ridiculously inadequate for major contests. Beyond
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these defects the surface of the field is a matter of concern
for it has been severely used in the past years. Every pleasant
day from early spring until late fall finds the field in use.
The entire physical education program of the high school
moves outdoors when the weather permits and the field is used
all day long on school days; on Saturdays and Sundays there
are high school games or parochial school games of baseball
and football; during the early evening hours in spring, summer
and fall local Softball and baseball teams use the field. It is
no wonder that the turf has completely disappeared in large
patches and that the surface is being worn through the thin
loam covering.
The School Board is well aware of the need of the athletic
field for expansion, lay-out and renovation. When manpower
and materials are again available the Board will submit a plan
for improvement. Meantime, the plan is to have at least half
the field loamed and seeded this spring and to attempt to secure
more bleacher space for the coming fall contests. This will
necessitate closing off the field for all outside use this spring
and summer and will restrict the school' 's program this spring;
very likely the Pearl Street grounds or Opechee Park will
have to be used for high school baseball.
Use of School Facilities by the Whole Community
The School Board has heartily approved the superintendent's
policy of making the school facilities available to Laconia
as a whole. Gymnasium, shops, auditorium, and athletic field
have been available for community and parochial activities
almost to the limit of capacity. This is as it should be. These
expensive facilities belong to all the citizens; the maximum
use of these facilities means that Laconia as a whole is receiv-
ing a large return on its original investment and the money it
pays for annual support; beyond this consideration, healthy
interests and healthful activities are being trained and en-
couraged. The administration of these facilities for community
use is as impartial as the requirements of safety, fair usage,
and the general good permit.
It is apparent that the war-time need for gymnasium, audi-
torium, shop and athletic field facilities do not compare
with the need that will exist under normal conditions when
normal recreation time is available for everybody. When that
time comes Laconia will require, undoubtedly, double the capa-
city of its present facilities.
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Mechanic Arts and Home Economics
Among the many fine, progressive things that exist in
Laconia are the shops and home economcs laboratories in
the Mechanics Aris building. Despite the cost of supplying the
quarters for mechanic arts and home economics, the city recog-
nized the need for this type of education and made it available
to its boys and girls. The training afforded in these depart-
ments is invaluable and those pupils whose other educational
training does not embrace practical arts suffer an educational
deficiency. Girls, in particular, who become home makers re-
ceive essential training in foods, clothing, home care and man-
agement, in our home economics department. Nowadays very
few girls receive this fundamental education except through
the school; educators believe that it makes for better, happier
homes. With this single idea in mind the authorities of the
St. John's School and St. Joseph's School were invited to send
their seventh and eighth grade boys and girls to the high
school for this training. During the past year St. John's
School was able to fit this training into the program of its
seventh and eighth grades and St. Joseph School authorities
have the matter under consideration.
High School Cafeteria
A school cafeteria with capacity for the whole school pupil
body is urgently needed. Space for such a cafeteria was at
hand on the ground floor of the Mechanic Arts Building, but
the floor space was dirt and cinders. The School Board ap-
proved an expenditure of $3200 to install a concrete floor and
all required drains; the appropriating body approved the ex-
penditure. Recently the floor and drains were completed
and the room stands ready to be equipped for cafeteria purposes.
It is hoped that the equipment may be secured, and that funds
for its purchase will be available in the 1945-46 budget, so that
the cafeteria may be in use for the opening of the new school
year in September. In addition to school use, the cafeteria
will be of value to community groups which require a very
large dining space, separately, or in conjunction with other
high school facilities.
Maintenance and Repairs
Our elementary school buildings are old, yet they have
been maintained as well as their construction permitted.
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Interior decoration has been made as attractive as possible
and outside trim has been well painted; the floors have been
oiled. The high school buildings have received the same
decorative care, and the old high school building has had ex-
pensive roof repairs and waterproofing in the past.
During the past year the usual amount of painting has
been done, except that the Mechanic Street and Washington
Street School buildings were omitted from the program. These
buildings are heated with hot air furnaces and should use hard
coal for fuel. This had been unobtainable for nearly two years
and soft coal is used. As long as this continues money spent
for interior painting will be wasted, for stoking a hot air
furnace with soft coal is very dirty.
Particular attention has been given floor maintenance. In
the elementary and high school buildings we have begun to
eliminate the use of oil. Three products have been tried and
one of these has proved very satisfactory. As quickly as
funds permit all floors will be treated with the satisfactory
product. The program will be more expensive than oil, but not
prohibitively so. No matter how pleasing the interior decora-
tion of any building may be, black dirty floors spoil the entire
effect, while bright, clean floors increase the pleasing effect of
the whole interior. Moreover, pupils' clothing that is soiled
by coming in contact with an oiled floor, and shoes that "track
up" the floors at home when the pupil returns from school will
cease to vex the parents.
The color schemes used in the school buildings have been
selected to give maximum light reflection without glare as an
aid to better vision.
The toilet facilities, for boys particularly, in our elementary
school buildings are primitive. In every one of the elementary
school buildings simple flushing devices were installed during
the summer vacation. Nothing beyond this, of a practicable
nature, can be accomplished. Our old type buildings have all
toilet facilities located in the cellars of the buildings. Automa-
tic flushing of the boys' urinals will assist the hygienic situa-
tion by eliminating some of the odor; generally speaking the
entire arrangement of the toilets is unsatisfactory, however.
In the old high school building the toilet rooms require
tile flooring, a more hygienic type of boys' urinal and better
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ventilation. Beyond this all toilet bowls should be fitted with
flush valves that will not, under any set of circumstances,
permit siphonage from the toilet bowls back into the fresh
water supply line. While the possibility of such siphonage is
extremely remote, a vacuum-breaker type of valve is the only
safeguard. These valves are unobtainable now. The matter
has received the close scrutiny of the superintendent and an
engineer's services and advice have been enlisted. As soon as
materials and labor are available funds will be requested to
remedy the entire toilet situation in this building.
Literally hundreds of minor maintenance items have re-
ceived continual attention during the year.
A second major maintenance matter concerns waterproof-
ing certain areas of the exterior walls of the old high school
building, and repairing the roof and parapet walls. The brick,
or the construction of the walls, or both, permit water seepage
through to the interior of the building. From time to time
in the past this serious condition has been remedied by water-
proofing exterior walls. The same type of work that has been
done in the past, or a more expensive remedy, must be applied
during the approaching summer vacation.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Every Laconia citizen should know many things about the
city's school system that do not appear to be generally known;
these items reflect credit, which is gratifying, but of more im-
portance they indicate educational achievements of a substan-
tial nature.
Dramatics: The dramatic productions at Laconia High
School are much more than "high school plays". They are
usually finished productions whose primary purpose is to give
a knowledge of, and an appreciation for, dramatic art itself.
Raising money for school affairs is of secondary importance.
Dramatics, as a subject is offered at Laconia High School. The
school has an exceptionally able teacher and coach in the
person of Miss Edna Smith.
Public Speaking and Debating: Very few schools have con-
tinued to give training in public speaking and debating, yet
these activities embrace highly important educational values.
All of the English teachers promote public speaking, but Mrs.
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Ruth Patterson Estes heads the activity for upper classmen
and is in charge of Debating. Laconia High School has a
Debating Team which always achieves a high position, if not
the winning position, in contests with large schools which
recognize this activity.
High School Library: Laconia High School has at the heart
of its entire program the invaluable services of an excellent
high school library and full-time librarian. Miss Elizabeth
O'Shea has the specialized training necessary to make the
library an outstanding high school library, and is devoted
to furthering its services. One measure of a superior high
school is its library service. Laconia High School meets this
standard and seeks continually to go beyond it.
Journalism: The Laconia Evening Citizen carries a weekly
column of high school news that is written by high school
pupils under the direction of Miss Muriel Kendrick. The column
at first sight may appear to be ordinary news, but an exam-
ination of its contents will show that it is more than this. The
column is written in newspaper style and practices approved
journalistic principles. Journalism, as a subject, is offered at
Laconia High School under Miss Kendrick's direction. (As
mentioned previously, when arrangements can be made it is
hoped that further journalistic practice can be offered to those
pupils interested, by developing a column of school news that
covers all the schools.
Radio: Laconia is fortunate in having a radio station. The
schools are especially fortunate for a large number of pupils
have the opportunity of expressing themselves through this
medium, and a high school group may be heard weekly. The
schools and the city have Mr. Martin Avery to thank for his
unfailing co-operation and help. It should be recalled that
this modern means of communication provides a speech train-
ing, that in conjunction with the other activities mentioned,
places the Laconia pupil in an excellent position to become
proficient in the use of oral expression.
Space cannot be taken to mention more of the outstanding
facilities and activities in detail, for if such details were given
the list would embrace Home Economics, Mechanic Arts, Music,
Art, and Physical Education; it would have to describe the
use made by the community of the school plant and the
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teachers—for example several hundred persons received training
in the defense classes that have ben conducted since America
entered the war; it would have to deal with Day Care Centers
and Evening School Education.
Laconia should be aware of its own progressiveness and
should know the manner in which the school is attempting to
make use of what the city has furnished for its use.
Laconia should ever be grateful for the vision, the under-
standing, and the sustained effort of its former superintendent,
Mr. John Gilman. His leadership is primarily responsible
for so much that is good.
TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLEES
Special attention has been given to replacing the older
textbooks and adding new ones in the elementary and junior
high sshool grades. Within the year new texts have been
provided in arithmetic (grades 1-9) ; English (language) (grades
2-6), supplementing the same series used in grades 7 and 8;
spelling (grades 2-9); science (grades 1-9; health (grades 1-8;
history (grades 4, 5, 6). New reading texts and accompanying
materials have been added to grades 1, 2, 3, and the pupil's
introduction to reading has been changed to the new system
—
this in no way impairs the value of the reading material already
in use; it is still needed.
Each pupil in grades 4 through 7 has been supplied with an
attractive dictionary, and sets of the same dictionary have
been placed in all third grade rooms.
A series of books containing graded study-type reading
exercises has been placed in grades 4 through 7, and as soon
as the general achievement in the skills necessary for study-typo
reading improves, this series will be dropped to grades 3 through
6. This should be at the end of another year.
(All reading materials have been used by the superinten-
dent before coming to Laconia. These are not "experimental"
texts; they will assist in better teaching and more effective
learning.)
In the high school such textbook material has been added
(beyond that mentioned for grades 7, 8, 9,) as needed.
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The amount of money specified in the Budget for text-
books will be exceeded, for more textbooks have been pur-
chased than planned for originally. Paper shortage threatened
to put needed books beyond reach until after the war. I felt
the need was too acute to wait and ordered books while they
were available.
The textbook item in the budget need not be large here-
after if care is taken to keep books up-to-date and if adequate
books are purchased each year. Primary grade books become
soiled and torn in two or three years and should be replaced;
in general, however, with care a textbook is good for four or
five years in the elementary grades.
Supplies in adequate amounts are furnished the pupils,
and we are attempting to administer their distribution with
the smallest amount of time loss. Each elementary school had
an inexpensive supply room constructed during the summer
and hereceforth each building's supplies will be administered
by the principal of that building. Building inventories and
individual teacher supply sheets assure the sensible use of
supplies and furnish an accurate record of quantities, used and
on hand at all times.
ELEMENTARY GRADES AND TEACHING GENERALLY
The work of the elementary grades has not been mentioned
beyond the matter of re-organization. Special activities, sim-
ilar to those of the high school, do not stand out. I should like
to report that, in general, our elementary grade teachers have
the skill and desire to produce superior results, and a long list
of individual teacher achievements might be printed here to
prove the point.
As far as subject matter instruction is concerned every
effort is being made to bring all types of reading skills to the
highest point possible for each individual pupil; this is a special
objective. Other objectives, equally important or nearly so,
concern skills in communication (oral and written language)
and in knowing and using arithmetic processes, in knowing
certain facts about the world and what is in it (geography,
science, and history), and in knowing and using the facts of
health and hygiene.
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Elementary school teaching must do much more than teach
facts, however. The pupil must be given the skills (at his
grade level) to use in growing mentally; he must know how to
secure information and to see relationships that exist between
isolated facts; he must be led to learn to think for himself;
he must be permitted to develop according to his own interests.
In a word he must be led toward personal growth, intellectually,
socially, and physically. This is not an easy task. It demands
capable, alert teachers, who must be in a continuous state of
growth themselves. They must be physically strong and
vigorous, and temperamentally suited to deal with scores of
individual child personalities; they must really like children;
they must spend hours of time outside of school planning the
work of the classroom; they must keep abreast of the times;
they must confer and work together continuously; they must
know the parents of the pupils. Yet they must have time for
recreation and normal, healthy interests. Children should not
be under the direction of warped personalities, nor merely
passive, languid personalities.
The school must make that contribution to American life
mentioned early in this report and the teacher is the responsible
agent.
SCHOOL NEEDS
The past has produced its contributions to Laconia's school
system. All that now stands must be maintained, developed
and added to. Some of the outstanding needs and changes
in this direction are
1. A greatly expanded health service. (A. W.)*
2. A guidance program that will assist in understanding the
individual child and his total needs throughout his entire school
life.
3. A radically changed organization for pupils in grades
7 and 8, and, to a lesser extent, 9. (A slight move in this
direction was begun this school year.)
4. A physical education program that reaches down to
grade one.
5. An integrated program of audio-visual education (A.W.)*
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6. Vastly improved elementary school buildings and facili-
ties. (A. W.)*
7. Enlarged gymnasium facilities—and physical education
quarters for boys and girls. (A.W.)*
8. Enlarged athletic field facilities.
9. A continuing understanding of the real purpose of ade-
quate teachers' salaries.
*(A.W.) After the Conclusion of the War. When conditions
make it possible to fill these needs.
CONCLUSION
I am conscious of the fact that a very great deal awaits
my attention, but I am sure that as conditions permit me to
initiate these endeavors there will be the same assistance that
has accompanied that which has already been initiated. Be-
cause of the assistance, the understanding, the counsel and the
co-operation of School Board members, the whole school staff,
and the city officials with whom the schools have contact, and
the parents, it is my feeling that the best interests of the
children and youth, and the interests of Laconia itself, have
been advanced, somewhat, at least, during the past year. It is
my duty to see that such results are forthcoming, and I am









REV. FRANK J. COLEMAN
Lo, a Voice to Heaven Sounding Bortniansky
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HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLUB
Scripture Reading and Prayer
Ave Maria
ELIZABETH DURGIN, Violin
EARLE D. SEAVERNS, Piano
Address, "The Price of Success"
REV. LEO JAMES" GUAY, S. J.
Class Hymn, Prayer for 1944
Words by Robert Garland







Presentation of Class Gift
HARRY BRYANT
Acceptance of Class Gift







Old Ark's A-Movering Negro Spirituals
CHARLES EMERY, First Tenor
JOHN LUNEAU, Second Tenor
EDWIN GORANSON, First bass
WALTER WAKEMAN, Second bass
Awards
WILLIS B. GIFFORD, Headmaster
Liebestraume Liszt
EARLE D. SEAVERNS, Jr., Piano
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Presentation of Ivy, Edith Moss
Junior Acceptance, Patricia Lightbody
Class Hymn






REV. PIERRE DUPONT VUILLEUMIER
America, Forever Free Gibb
All in the April Evening Roberton
Hospodi Pomiloi Lvovsky
Land in Our Hearts Chadwick
HIGH SCHOOL GLEE CLUB
Address, "What Will You Do With Your Education"
J. A. C. FAGGINGER AUER, Ph. D.
Harvard University
Awards
WILLIS B. GIFFORD, Headmaster
Presentation of Diplomas
THEO S. JEWETT






































































































William Stanley Reiley, Jr.,
Everett John Sanborn, Jr.
Helen Louise Sanborn
Malcolm Austin Sanborn














Wilfred Colburn WestonDiane Salta
Member of United States armed forces
tHonor pupil





Growing Wood and Timber 9,570.00
Horses, 50 6,325.00
Cows, 233 24,995.00
Other neat stock, 33 1,720.00
Hogs, 38 570.00
Fowls, 2069 2,069.00
Vehicles not including automobiles, 17 7,000.00
Portable Mills, 1 500.00
Boats and Launches, 210 73,535.00
Wood and lumber 3,600.00
Gasoline pumps and tanks, 188 27,045.00
Stock in trade 1,958,692.00
Factories and machinery 1,180,496.00
National Bank Stock at 1% 191,230.00
$16,084,388.00
Valuation of Ward 1 $1,596,582.00
Valuation of Ward 2 3,000,092.00
Valuation of Ward 3 2,721,030.00
Valuation of Ward 4 2,848,193.00
Valuation of Ward 5 1,767,945.00
Valuation of Ward 6 3,959,316.00
National Bank stock at 1 per cent 191,230.00
$16,084,388.00
Taxes on National Bank Stock at 1 per cent
as per state law, $1,912.30
Taxes assessed, real estate and personal property 506,991.74
Taxes assessed, 6850 polls at $2.00 13,700.00









To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The following is an account of the money that I have re-
ceived for the City for the year ending February 15, 1945 and
the sources from which the same was received:
DOG LICENSES
Male dogs for year 1943
Male dogs for portion of year 1944
Female dogs for year 1943
Male dogs for year 1944
Female dogs for year 1944
Kennels: Breeder, Under Chapter 61, Laws
1927, 6 Licenses issued cover 29 dogs 93.00
Total number of dogs licensed 881
14 @
Pee Wee Lyle Frost 1.50
Ramblin Ranchers .50
George Rollins 1.00
Geo. N. Hubbard, dance permits 4.00
Forrest Smith, milk licenses 205.00
Wallace Brothers Circus 35.00
$803.25
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $803.25
TRUST FUNDS
Frank E. Barker $200.00
Walter B. Burrell 100.00
Kenneth B. Carter 200.00
Florence Drew and Cora A. Yeaton 100.00
Myramay S. Elliott 100.00
Charles Emerson 50.00
George A. Ferguson 85.68
Ralph B. and Nellie M. Frye 100.00
Joseph and Roseanne Gauthier 200.00
C. W. Hartwell 150.00




Edward B. McCauley 100.00
Gertrude M. Moulton 100.00
Alice M. Murphy 100.00
Perkins and Hoyt 200.00
George W. Perkins 100.00
Addie M. Pickering 125.00
Fred A. Rand 100.00
Josiah Rundlett 100.00
Arthur E. Sanders ,150.00
N. and L. Suchocki 100.00
Michael J. Sullivan 200.00
James Tanguay 300.00
George T. Tasker 200.00
Nellie M. Whitten 200.00
$3,810.68




Merrimack Farmers Exchange, car shop building $2,750.00
Bernard Smith, real estate 311.01
Archie Tardif, Jewett lot, tax refund 100.00
Est. L. J. Truland, tax refund 116.59
Miscellaneous:
American Red Cross, life guard $125.00
Armstrong Company, rent of concessions $795.15
Mildred Bucklin, sale of sewing machines 15.00
Bugbee Flying Service, Inc., rent
seaplane base, 1944 and 1945 700.00
Fees, marriage licenses and recordings 695.05
Fire Department, receipts 145.00
Fuel Department 51.75
Laconia Shoe Company 866.58
Leavitt Fund, receipts 351.25
Parks and Playgrounds, rentals 11.00
Pay Toilets, Weirs 266.58
Arthur Peaslee, rent Brawn Block 20.00
Police Department, receipts 193.45
Primary Filing Fees 32.00
Public Health Nurse, reecipts 308.50
Stamps, maps and incidentals 31.38
Support of Poor, refunds 276.80
Victory Gardens, receipts 32.00
Wallace Bros. Circus rent Pearl St. Gds. 60.00
Totals $8,254.09
Paid Treasurer as per vouchers $8,254.09
MOTOR VEHICLE
Received on permits, remainder of 1943 $5.84
Received on permits, for 1944 6,974.74
Received on permits for 1945 982.87
$7,963.45






To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes for the
fiscal year ending February 15, 1945.
1944 TAX
Amount of 1944 tax committed by Board of Assessors $508,904.04
Amount of 1944 City Poll Taxes by
Board of Assessors 13,700.00
Amount of Added tax committed by
Board of Assessors 2,323.38
Amount of added City Poll Taxes not committed 292.00
$525,219.42
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 $496,015.49
Amount abated 1,959.45
Amount abated (Poll Taxes) 826.00
Balance asset February 15, 1945 26,418.48
$525,219.42
State of New Hampshire Poll Taxes committed by
the Board of Assessors $21,624.00
Amount of Added tax not committed 459.00
$22,083.00
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 $16,245.00
Amount abated 1,221.00
Balance asset February 15, 1945 4,617.00
$22,083.00
1943 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $29,871.96
Amount of added tax not committed 215.54
$30,087.50
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 $27,481.09
Amount abated 362.40
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 $2,244.01
$30,087.50
1942 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $2,450.11
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 744.44
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 $1,705.67
$2,450.11
1941 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $1,984.18
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 392.40
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 $1,591.78
$1,984.18
1940 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $1,237.20
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 351.32
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 885.88
$1,237.20
1939 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $906.56
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 236.64
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 669.92
$906.56
1938 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $586.83
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 98.79
Balance Asset February 15, 1945 488.04
$586.83
1937 TAX
Amount uncollected February 15, 1944 $431.62
Amount collected to February 15, 1945 85.63
Amount abated 118.34




1940 TAX: Property sold to City of Laconia $52.73
1941 TAX: Property sold to City of Laconia 4,108.58
1942 TAX: Property sold to City of Laconia 2,764.69
1943 TAX: Property sold to City of Laconia 2,085.76
Total amount of interest collected to
February 15, 1945 1,315.74
$10,327.50
SUMMARY
Total amount collected 1944 taxes $512,255.49
Total amount collected 1943 taxes 27,481.09
Total amount collected 1942 taxes 744.44
Total amount collected 1941 taxes 392.40
Total amount collected 1940 taxes 351.32
Total amount collected 1939 taxes 236.64
Total amount collected 1938 taxes 98.79
Total amount collected 1937 taxes 85.63
Total amount of interest collected to Feb. 15, 1945 1,757.52







To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Treasurer of the City of






Interest on taxes 3,073.26
Laconia Shoe Co. 866.58
Licenses 995.25
Leavitt Fund 738.16





State of N. H.
Savings Bank Tax 10,167.39
Railroad Tax 1,425.11
Interest and dividends tax 9,145.76
Notes Issued 200,000.00
Police Dept. 194.05
Playgrounds and Parks 136.50
Property sold City for Tax Titles 216.59
Real Estate 2,961.01
Schools 20,413.74

















Weirs Development 1, 761.73
Highways and Bridges 5,625.02
Sewer Maintenance 66.00
$828,034.06





Forestry and Moth Dept. 57.98
Health Dept. 4,385.30
Hydrant Service 4,491.66
Interest paid on notes 655.32
Laconia Hospital 5,000.00






Parks and Playgrounds 6,581.99
Public Library 11,671.37
Police Dept. 35,279.73
Property sold City 5,093.29
Red Cross Rent 240.00
State of New Hampshire
Special Poll Tax 15,094.52
Education Tax 3,724.00
Salaries 17,399.70
School Dep't. . 199,391.29
Street Lighting 19,016.53







Highways and Bridges 125,579.06
Respectfully submitted,
$819,725.67






for payment of bills against the city
All bills against the city must be approved by the persons
authorizing the charge, and unless this is done, no action
can be had upon the bill by the committee on accounts and
claims, and no order will be given for its payment.
When bills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk not later than Thursday at 12 o'clock M., preceding
the last Monday of each month, they will be audited by the
committee on accounts and claims, and if approved by them
and allowed by the Council, wil be ready for payment on the
following Wednesday, at the office of the City Treasurer.
Meetings of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on Friday preceding the last Monday of each month at
7:30 p. m., at the City Clerk's Office.
CITY EXPENSES
For the year ending February 15, 1945
Being an itemized account made up from the books of City
Clerk of the payments made by the City Treasurer on account
of running expenses.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which
follow is intended to give such information as is desired by the
public.
Items of payments to the same person or firm at different
times are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid
for the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascertain
and pay all approved bills to date.
COUNTY TAX
Appropriation $51,451.78
Paid Ralph C. Kimball, treasurer, county tax $51,451.78
FINANCIAL REPORTS
Showing in detail receipts and expenditures
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Appropriations $116,706.04
RECEIVED FROM:
Harry Abrams, plumbing licenses 1.00
Samuel D. Achber, labor 17.23
Frank Aiken, labor 28.57
Richard T. Andrews, plumbing license .50
Charles O. Banfill, sewer connection 68.17
M. E. Barney, chloride 1.00
Franklin E. Bassett, plumbing licenses 3.00
Earl Battis, labor 9.00
William A. Beauchaine, sewer connection 35.72
Bell Construction, use of grader 15.00
Adolphus Bisson, plumbing licenses 1.00
W. M. Bisson, sewer connection 38.29
Howard E. Bowen, plumbing licenses 1.00
William Buckley, material 1.50
Albert P. Caruso, sewer connection 26.83
City of Laconia, Misc. Account, labor 92.72
City of Laconia Fuel Acct., labor 96.37
City of Laconia, Park Dept., labor 247.54
E. F. Collins, material .25
Elmer Constant Jr., dynamite 2.00
The Continental Insurance Co., payment for fire
damage claim 1,927.45
Cormier Hosiery Mills, labor 18.56
Edwin M. Cotton, labor 65.72
Merton Cotton, labor 35.82
C. C. Dame, plumbing licenses 1.00
Clara W. Dearborn, labor 52.65
Frank Deblois, dynamite .50
George A. Decelles, plumbing license .50
Joseph Decelles, tar 13.00
Nelson Dionne, material 8.51
Arsene Dumais, labor 10.00
Delphis Dutile, labor on drain 40.96
Charles Forger, labor 15.65
Walter W. Foster, plumbing license .50
Wilfred J. Gilbert, labor 61.99
Simon Gill, plumbing licenses 1.00
Town of Gilford. T. R. A. account of labor 14.40
John F. Goodwin, labor 45.34
Charles J. Goss, labor 4.00
Romeo Gouin, plumbing licenses 1.00
Gould Transportation Co., labor 116.58
Charles Gove, material 10.00
Henry J. Gonyer, labor and use compressor 29.82
A. D. Guay, sewer connection 5.00
Frank Guba, plumbing licenses 1.00
Loran D. Harvey, plumbing license .50
Henry Healy, labor on drain 1.67
Kenneth Hopkins, stone 6.25
W. D. Huse & Co., sewer connection 117.34
Myer J. Kassner, sewer connection 93.27
Lucien Keroack, plumbing licenses 1.00
Albert Labranche, plumbing license .50
Leon Labranche, plumbing license .50
Laconia Savings Bank, sewer connection 93.43
Laconia Water Co., labor patching 71.97
Arthur Landry, plumbing license .50
Eli Landry, labor 16.00
Raymond Landry, plumbing licenses 1.00
Lionel Lapointe, plumbing license .50
John Lyman, labor 14.00
Edward Lavalle, tar 8.25
John Mclntyre, labor 4.44
Town of Meredith, cart 25.00
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, labor 31.20
New Eng. Tel & Tel. Co., labor 54.14
Merlin Noyes, labor 24.94
Stewart G. Noyes, plumbing licenses 1.00
Thomas N. O'Mara, plumbing licenses 1.00
Horace R. Peabody, labor 13.00
Perkins-Eaton Machinery Co., tractor 1,165,00
Robert Perry, patching 3.92
L. M. Pike, use of roller 51.84
Richard Pitman, sewer connection 92.28
Maurice Plaisted, plumbing license .50
Plymouth Fair Association, calcium chloride 45.00
Laurette Provencal, sewer connection * 41.88
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Public Service Co. of N. H., patching 3.75
Ernest Roy, labor 40.00
Mrs. Martin C. Ryan, labor 85.00
Isaac Sakansky, scrap iron 12.50
George R. Sanborn, plumbing examination 1.00
Harry Sanborn, sewer connection 33.05
George W. Scott, sewer connection 103.11
Scott & Williams, labor and chloride 64.56
C. W. Shortle, labor 1.94
A. W. Simoneau, labor 37.00
Janet Simons, labor 4.26
Charles L. Simpson, labor and material 101.44
Dr. C. L. Smart, labor 12.43
State of New Hampshire, use of compressor and labor 27.33
Rex B. Swain, plumbing license .50
George Valliere, plumbing licenses 1.00
Wilfred Vandell, telephone charge .40
W. G. Watson, barrel 1.50




Amsterdam Print. & Litho. Co. work forms $17.06
Harvey D. Bailey, curbing 150.00
Baker & Co., cloth 1.24
Sidney F. Baker, sheet metal 4.91
Belknap Tire Co., tire repair 115.44
Harry Bloomfield, supplies 3.73
Boston & Maine Railroad, freight 792.99
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 35.13
Brown Company, liquid chlorine 37.42
Burrough's Adding Machine Co., repairs and supplies 11.07
Byse Insurance Agency, insurance 425.76
Cantin Chevrolet Co., garage work 586.66
W. J. Cate, hay 25.33
Center Harbor Garage, welding 16.50
Central Lumber Co., transportation charges 18.00
J. H. Chase Co., Inc., garage work 324.90
Chicago Pump Co., Inc., Bilge Pump 51.94
Citizen Publishing Co., printing 95.70
Aaron Clark, dump rental 50.00
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Cook's Lumber Co., lumber and cement 288.53
Concord Foundry & Machine Co., castings 79.00
W. J. Connell Co., supplies .80
Mrs. L. Cross, harness oil 1.50
W. S. Darley & Co., sewer flushing hose 227.56
Herbert Davis, hay 38.89
Depot Square Auto Supply, auto supplies 975.08
xj. A. Dearth, pattern work 7.50
Fred J. Derry, blacksmithing 7.50
The Diamond Match Co., lumber 217.66
Eugene Dietzgen Co., drafting supplies 36.31
John H. Dow, gasoline 1,915.13
Peter Drouin, hay • 39.94
Raoul Drouin, hay 107.15
Peter Dutile, coal 108.15
Fairbanks-Morse Co., switch 4.26
Farm Service Co., grain 299.12
B. P. Finley, hay 21.88
Earl Flanders, hay 63.14
The Fuller Brush Co., brooms 82.34
General Crushed Stone Co., trap rock 650.63
Wilfred Gilbert, use of Buldozer and trucking 110.28
G.M.C. Truck & Coach Co., repair parts 29.05
Good Roads Machinery Corp., International-
Coleman Chassis & Snogo, parts 12,407.94
Charles J. Goss, hay and grain 368.79
John M. Guay, hardware 2.28
B. T. Hardy, blacksmithing 223.45
Arthur C. Harris, team of horses and hay 520.30
George A. Head, electric light bulbs 5.70
Hedge & Mattheis Co., cutting edges, shovels
and supplies 380.56
W. D. Huse & Co., Inc., supplies 10.89
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and machine work 195.66
International Salt Co., salt 497.69
J. W. Jacques, upholstering work 4.25
Jones Express, express charges 2.28
Lacey's Tire Service, tire and tire repair 24.53
Laconia Electric Co., supplies 65.54
Laconia Fire Department, heating barn 25.00
Laconia Hardware Co., hardware 35.65
Laconia Malleable Iron Co., castings 34.16
Laconia Water Co., water rent 317.49
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Alphonse J. Landry, labor 43.52
Elodore Larrivee, dump rental and loam 228.75
Lougee-Robinson Co., pails 9.00
Maher's Bookstore, office supplies 16.00
Archie Maple, hay 181.00
B. L. Makepeace, Inc., drafting supplies 24.55
G. L. Marston, hay 75.00
Edgar J. Martel, magnifier .75
The McGloughlin Iron Foundry Co., castings 3.50
S. D. McGloughlin Co., coal 19.35
J. F. McDermott Co., steel sewer cleaning rods
and supplies 437.67
The Melcher-Prescott Agency, insurance 121.01
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, grain and brick 63.68
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., subscription 6,09
H. H. McGuire & Co., Inc., tar 2,490.07
Dr. R. F. Moore, medical services 42.50
John B. Morin, insurance 64.00
J. J. Morin, Inc., supplies 12.48
Leon Morin, dump rental and purchase of sandpit 1,813.00
Municipal Steel Co., grader blade 19.47
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 72.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 121.69
New England Telephone Co., Telephone service 209.70
New Hampshire Explosive Co., plow blades, shovels
and hose 470.43
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., labor 31.49
John O'Connor, use of loader 9.40
John S. Page, hay 28.10
Alcide Paquette, paint 42.66
Perkins-Eaton Machinery Co., Street sweeper 1,195.60
Dr. J. R. Perley, medical services 30.00
Peterboro Basket Co., baskets 18.03
Gilbert Phelps, kerosene 1.60
L. M. Pike & Son, recovering sidewalks 6,298.99
Randolph Pike, reinforced concrete pipe 27.16
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 169.48
Joseph G. Pollard, Inc., trouble lamp 48.30
Public Works, subscription 1.00
Public Service Co., of N. H., light & power 163.52
Norman G. Pynn, garage work , 1,562.90
J. L. Roberts, coal 95.51
Dr. R. W. Robinson, medical services 14.00
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H. C. Sanborn, pails 9.60
Schohan's Tire Exchange, tube 1.50
Scott & Williams, Inc., blueprints and repairs 13.91
Shell Oil Co., tar 2,170.88
George H. Shirley, curbing 31.00
A. B. Small, tire repair 16.40
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 192.43
Spaulding-Moss Co., ellipes 3.30
George C. Stafford & Sons, motor oil 29.10
State Highway Garage, use of Grader and truck
repairs 115.06
Story Drug Store, supplies 1.53
Treasurer State of New Hampshire, trap stone,
City's share of TRA 1,738.07
The John Swenson Granite Co., cable 28.28
George W. Tarlson, supplies 1.05
The Tavern Garage, oil and supplies 60.91
Thompson & Hoague, supplies 102.22
Trimount Bituminous Products Co., asphalt 3,398.75
J. H. Valliere Co., labor 25.92
John B. Varick Co., wire 27.00
John F. Weeks, hay 24.82
F. M. Weeks & Sons, dynamite and exploders 13.50
H. P. Welch Co., express charge .85
Willey's Express, express charges 10.64
Winnipesaukee Water Co., water rent ' 20.00










State of N. H. 25% of assistance rendered $13,348.90





Transfer from Excess and Deficiency
Account to balance 281.91
$1,081.91
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Belknap Co. Commissioners Office, typewriter $75.00
Carl F. Blaisdell, services on map 990.03
Donat Bolduc, labor 2.88
James E. Evans, labor 4.00





Eva F. Abbott, Supervisor of School Lunch project $30.00
Achber Studio, group picture retouched 10.00
Ass'n. N. H. Board of Assessors, annual dues 2.00
Wilfred J. Boisclair, transfer list .10
Boston & Maine R. R., rent of land 1.58
Byse Insurance Agency, insurance 41.60
M. J. Carroll P. M. stamps and envelopes 425.12
Ella W. Cheney, refund 1943 poll tax 2.00
City of Laconia Highways & Bridges, labor 7.33
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., service 6.60
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing city reports,
abatement forms, envelopes, jurors notices and
advertising 1,873.98
Congleton Typewriter Co., overhauling typewriter 15.00
Joseph F. Cook & Co., treasury warrants 31.00
Fortin's Floor Sanding & Refinishing Co.,
washing rug 4.00
General Office Supply Co., tax cards 1.50
J. C. Hall Co., book binders 70.52
Laconia-Lakeport Ice Co., ice 25.45
Laconia Hardware Co., American flags 8.45
Laconia Water Co., service 33.60
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 1.75
A. E. Martell Co., invoice sheets 68.43
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Neal Printing & Binding Co., record books 73.04
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 141.86
Public Service Co. of N. H. lights 74.04
Geo. B. Robbins Disinfectant Co.,
disinfectant and wax 64.75
Chas. C. Rogers Co. Inc., repairing typewriter
and supplies 7.10
Smith Sales Co., stamp pads 7.87
Star Paper Fastener Co., staples 13.64
Tetley Box Co., boxes 2.94
The Todd Co., checkwriter ribbon 2.75
Fr?ed L. Tower Co. N. H. Register 10.00
The Western Union Telegraph Co., time service 36.27
Colonial Theater, rent of theater for State Grange 616.00
The Cragg Bindery, binding Ward Books, Cash sheets 72.00
Depot Sq. Auto Supply, rent of parking
space one year 75.00
Harry Dickson, making list of Soldiers in Ward 5 10.00
A. J. Dinsmoor, expenses to Tax Convention
and envelopes 38.99
Frank Dow, oak table 10.00
J. E. Evans, burying dead animals 399.00
Fashion Furrier, repr. service flags and
sewing on gold stars 8.50
Earl Flanders, stamps and supplies 140.01
Clarence E. Greene, listing poll taxes 55.00
N. J. Harriman, rent of Harriman Hall 30.00
Louise Harvey, refund on Poll Tax 2.00
Blanche Henry, refund on Poll Tax 2.06
Bertha Hill, listing transfers 5.00
Howard Clock Products Inc., cleaning and
repr. Tower clock 98.00
Charles L. Kimball, expenses to tax convention 4.00
Laconia Tavern, lunches 4.70
A. P. LaFrance, abatement of taxes 9.57
Leon & Hayes, dies & press 6.06
Edward L. Lydiard Inc., poll tax notices and summons 55.00
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 112.51
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 160,00
The Melody Shop, three pictures framed 3.90
Geo. A. Milette, use of car 105.00
The J. Milton Hagy Waste Works, mdse. 35.64
John B. Morin Agy., insurance 62.50
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Chas. S. Morrison, refund poll tax. 5.00
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 161.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 3.62
The National Shawmut Bank of Boston, postage .29
N. H. Dept. The American Legion complementary
space in 1944 year book 100.00
James O. Peary, labor on tower clock 20.00
Alcide Roy, moving band stand 5.00
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, recording deeds 156.20
Mrs. David A. Smith, taking poll tax list 45.00
Maud H. Stratton, taking poll tax list 45.00
Fred A. Tilton, bond premium 125.00
Town of Gilford, taxes 18.08
The Wage Earner, advertising, 10.00
Willis G. Watson, mowing cemeteries 11.00
The Webster Print, letter forms, birth record
blanks and poll tax notices 33.50
Willeys Express, express charges 1.54
Transfer to excess and deficiency 645.06




Transfer from Excess and Deficiency account
to balance 1,745.75
PAID AS FOLLOWS
M. Andrews, repairing plaster at Ward House
Brown & Saltmarsh, 500 tally sheets
Jos. R. Chase, services as selectman
Crystal Cafe, lunches for Ward Officers
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., building booths
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing checklists, adv.
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies
J. P. Pitman Co., supplies
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
Raymo's Trucking Co., delivering booths
C. C. Dame, labor and supplies















Frank Dow, labor repairing booths 6.75
R. Dulac, sanding floor 20.00
J. E. Evans, delivering and moving booths 18.50
Fortin Signs, cards 3.00
Jordans, labor and material 2.64
Jos. Lachance, labor 52.00
Henry Ladieu, labor 5.40
Laconia Savings Bank, G.A.R. Hall, mortgage 750.00
Laconia Savings Bank, pro rata premium
on G.A.R. Hall 18.42
Laconia Tavern, lunches and meals for Ward Officers 128.61
Lakeside Hotel, labor and rent of arena 96.00
Carrie Lamere, dinners and suppers for Ward Officers 63.00
C. H. Murphy, labor 12.50
Muzzey & Hopkins, reroofing G.A.R. Hall, material 230.12
Alcide Paquette, supplies 56.66
Paul's Restaurant, lunches for Ward Officers 4.25
Frank E. Pearson, dinners and suppers
for Ward Officers 18.44
Giselda Piscopo, rent of store for elections 50.00
Ramsays Cafe, dinners and suppers for Ward Officers 45.25
Rays Diner, meals for Ward Officers 9.60
Riverside Arena, rent and putting up Booths 46.00
J. L. Roberts, fuel 1.05
Smith Lumber Yard, supplies 3.55
Supervisor of Checklist Pay Rolls 1,068.00
Ballot Inspectors Pay Rolls 260.00
Moderators Payroll 96.00




Received for material and service rendered 220.00
$28,230.79
PAID AS FOLLOWS
American LaFrance Foamite Corp., supplies
S. F. Baker, material labor





A. J. Blunden, labor repairing fire alarm boxes 40.05
Earl Brough, labor 2.00
Byse Insurance Agency, insurance 262.20
American Tire Equip Co., supplies 15.95
Baker & Co. mdse 7.37
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., used air compressor,
labor and nails 202.95
J. H. Chase & Co., supplies 24.10
The Citizen Publishing Co., printing 43.75
Davis Emergency Equipment Co., supplies 13.54
The Diamond Match Co., supplies 14.30
Fire Protection Co., batteries 70.20
Guay & Tardif Co., reenforcing floor at Weirs Fire
Station and repairing tower at Lakeport Fire Sta. 467.68
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 7.52
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 14.11
Laconia Tire Co., tire 34.00
Laconia Water Co., service 35.63
Oscar A. Lougee Co., merchandise 47.40
Lougee Robinson Co., merchandise 12.75
Manchester Oxygen Co., express and supplies 15.96
S. D. McGloughlin & Co., coal 102.67
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 214.91
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co.,
labor and material 106.16
Palmer Simpson Co., supplies 17.69
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 407.63
Public Service Co. of N. H., labor and supplies 26.46
Taunton Electro Chemical Co., supplies 3.90
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 12.00
Mrs. Elmer Cutting, laundry 120.00
Mrs. Lydia Dagnais, laundry 120.00
C. C. Dame, labor and gas 4.25
Peter Dutile, coal 48.30
Clinton Elkins, clearing snow from hydrants 4.80
Louis K. Felker, labor 9.20
Fellows Garage, gas 14.06
Geo. A. Head, labor and supplies 2.10
Lawrence Hoyt, filing saws 1.50
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and material 18.03
Milo Judkins, welding bracket on truck 1.00
Kinne Motor Sales & Service, labor and supplies 18.30
Laconia Clinic, professional services 2.00
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Hercules Lapointe, shoveling snow from hydrants 3.60
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 1.60
The Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 12.50
John B. Morin, insurance 8.40
Frank Monahan, repairing fire alarm boxes 66.45
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 20.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, watt bulbs 1.94
Gilbert A. Phelps, gas and oil 35.49
J. L. Roberts, fuel 670.87
E. C. Sargent, inspection 100.00
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 2.80
A. W. Spring, cash paid out for meetings,
postage and express 45.00
State of N. H., firemen's assessments 124.85
A. Truchon, labor .75
Woodwards Servicenter, gas, oil and supplies 227.57
Drivers Payrolls 15,997.31
Board of Engineers 950.00
Hook & Ladder Co. 1 payrolls 1,590.74
Hook & Ladder Co. 2 payrolls 1,590.74
Engine Co. 1 payrolls 1,665.74
Engine Co. 2 payrolls 1,590.74
Engine Co. 3 payrolls 475.00




Received from sales of wood, to
City Departments and individuals 919.75
$1,919.75
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Wilfred E. Clark, sawing wood $95.75
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 11.64
Frank Dow, labor 19.45
James E. Evans, delivering wood 202.00
Earl Flanders, lumber 3.12
Ed George, labor 17.50
Oscar L. Hoyt, labor 2.00
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Bert Hunt, slabs
Gilbert MacKay, labor on woodshed
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance
Muzzey & Hopkins, padlocks
Stanton Sanborn, 51% cords wood
Geo. W. Wallace, painting woodshed













Edward L. Lydiard Inc., print milk license forms $5.75
Aileen Murphy, nursing service 16.00
Julia Periard, service as Public Health Nurse 1 year 2,103.25
Story Drug Store, supplies 10.30
Forrest Smith, service as Milk Inspector one year 1,500.00
Charles Dockham, salary as member of
Board of Health one year 200.00
Willis E. Floyd, salary as member of
Board of Health one year 50.00
J. R. Perley, M. D., salary as member of
Board of Health one year 500.00




Transfer from excess and deficiency
account to balance
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Byse Insurance Agency, insurance
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies
Laconia Water Co., service
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies









The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co.,
labor and material 18.22
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 1.10
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 306.96
Geo. B. Robbins Disinfectant Co., disinfectant 62.70
Geo. A. Head, lamps, labor 13.13
Laconia School District, supplies 10.92
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 135.00
John B. Morin, Agency, insurance 18.75
J. L. Roberts, coal 454.77







Fred Beliveau, labor $9.50
Arthur O. Bishop, mowing at Opechee Park 18.00
G. J. Blais, fitting key .50
Boston & Maine R. R. freight charges 2.78
Earl Brough, labor 29.75
Chas. Chamberlain, labor 4.50
Wilfred Champagne, labor 159.00
City of Laconia Highways & Bridges,
grading at Opechee Park 247.24
American Playground Device Co., diving board 50.00
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 62.15
The Diamond Match Co., supplies 4.60
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 5.35
Laconia Hardware Co., supplies 87.14
Laconia Water Co., service 109.07
J. J. Newberry Co., supplies 1.38
New Hampshire Explosive Co., hoisting rope 5.49
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., 1 tank float .72
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies .85
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 23.94
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Public Service Co. of N. H., service 105.48
The Chas. C. Rogers Co., equipment 54.39
O. H. Turgeon Co., repairing water slide 6.50
Jos. H. Valliere Co., labor and material 18.94
F. W. Woolworth Co., merchandise 27.18
R. J. Dulac, sanding and refinishing floor 208.10
Jessie L. Dutrizac, cash paid out 8.50
Arthur Duval, labor 2.00
James E. Evans, trucking 13.50
Fuel Acct., wood 127.50
Chester Gardner, steel drums 52.00
Wilfred Gilbert, fill 37.50
Girard & Sons, labor 20.00
Adele Guay, labor 11.00
Peter Guay, labor 555.16
Geo. A. Head, boxing gloves 3.95
Oscar L. Hoyt, labor 5.50
Norman Huard, trucking and labor 12.00
John Hughes, labor and supplies 415.20
Jordan's, oil 3.35
Joseph King, labor 58.00
Laconia Drug Store, supplies 4.31
Laconia Electric Shop, supplies 2.07
Raymond LaFrance, labor 7.00
Carrie Lamere, services 12.20
Leo Lemere, band concerts 300.00
Edward LaValley, 6 steel drums for raft 6.00
Gilbert MacKay, roof tennis court 3.60
Merrimack Farmers Exch., supplies 2.90
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 26.79
John O'Connor, trucking and sand 32.50
Alcide Paquette, equipment 11.20
Charles W. Peterson, cash pd out for supplies 27.66
L. M. Pike & Son, asphalt tennis court 832.50
Joe Provencal, labor 1.50
Geo A. Quimby, supplies 20.42
Harry Raymo, labor 7.50
Ozias Roux, labor 7.50
Alcide Roy, trucking 1.00
St. Jacques, labor 2.00
Ernest Simoneau, labor 7.75
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 24.06
Story Drug Store, supplies 1.65
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Clarence H. Twombly, labor 19.50
B. G. Walker, labor and material 70.48
Will Watson, labor and supplies 1.85
Western Auto, supplies .22
Willeys Express, express .62
Labor Payroll 47.50
Instructors Payroll 1,032.00
Skating Rink Payroll 1,500.00




Received for materials 194.05
$36,165.55
PAID AS FOLLOWS
American Railway Express, express $1.41
American Radio Corp., tube 1.46
A. J. Blunden, labor 3.55
Blue Willow Lunch, lunches for prisoners 40.80
Boston & Maine R. R., express 1.26
Mary Bradley, nursing service 84.00
Dr. L. R. Brown, medical attendance 24.00
Byse Insurance Ag., insurance 88.65
Abbott Mfg. Co., batteries 60.00
J. H. Chase Co., labor and material 5.24
Citizen Publishing Co., signs 17.40
The Diamond Match Co., supplies 7.56
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., labor and supplies 35.40
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 9.06
Laconia Water Co., service 2.77
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 695.44
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co.,
labor and material 9.79
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 1-65
Public Service Co. of N. H, police signals 33.00
Public Service Co., of N. H, lights 21.48
Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 8.40
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The Western Union Telegraph Co., time service 18.00
Elmer Cutting, labor and radio service 38.50
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., repairs,
supplies gas and oil 180.80
Norman Drouin, painting streets 32.85
Earl's Diner, lunches for prisoners 2.15
Folsom Auto Service, gas and oil 340.72
Romeo Fournier, painting streets 12.60
Galvin Mfg. Corp., supplies 1.80
Norman Greenwood, painting streets 31.50
Geo. N. Hubbard, expenses to Nat. Police Academy 500.00
Amos Hamel, labor at City Lockup 15.75
Geo. A. Head, labor and material 7.80
International Ass'n of Chiefs of Police,
membership dues 10.00
Paul Lacaillade, film packs 2.20
Laconia Clinic, medical attendance 135.00
Laconia Fire Dept., heating lockup 50.00
Laconia Hospital, hospital service 91.95
The Lahey Clinic, professional services 456.00
John L. Lyman, painting streets 14.40
C. J. Lane, printing pictures 1.25
Henry MacMichael, labor painting streets,
care of lockup 46.45
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 22.90
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 30.00
New England Baptists Hospital, 423.40
New England Police Revolver League, dues 10.00
Dr. A. Normandin, professional services 316.00
F. E. Normandin, service as Police Commissioner 50.00
Chas. J. Pitman, services as Police Commissioner 50.00
Norman G. Pynn, labor, gas and supplies 592.04
Radio Service Laboratory, supplies 59.62
Rays Diner, meals 19.60
Dr. C. E. Rowe, services as Police Commissioner 50.00
Alcide Roy, trucking .75
Scott & Williams, trousers, jackets, belt, holster 175.00
A. W. Sewell, supplies 9.80
State of N. H., assessments on salaries 536.23
Story Drug Store, medical supplies 1.33
The Tavern Garage, gas 9.70
Chas. J. Wheeler, paint lockup 39.00
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Woodwards Servicenter, gas 29.80
Payrolls 29,712.52





Hon. R. W. Smith, service as Mayor 1 year $500.00
William F. Champagne, councilman one year 100.00
Philip Blanchette, councilman one year 100.00
Ralph C. Kimball, councilman one year 100.00
Frank R. Ricker, councilman one year 100.00
William Stafford, councilman one year 100.00
Kenneth D. Hopkins, councilman one year 100.00
Charles L. Kimball, assessor one year 900.00
Raymond B. Lakeman, assessor one year 800.00
Geo. A. Milette, assessor one year 800.00
Harold E. Wescott, city solicitor one year 700.00
Earl Flanders, city clerk one year 3,000.00
Ethel M. Aldrich, assisting city clerk one year 1,490.40
Helen Corriveau, assisting city clerk one year 1,157.20
A. J. Dinsmoor, tax collector one year 1,800.00
Susie Lawrence, assisting tax collector one year 1,407.50
Laurette Bedard, Mayor's stenographer 1,269.60
Dana S. Beane, city auditor one year 500.00
Clarence S. Newell, city treasurer one year 775.00
Charles F. Ayers, secretary to trustee of trust funds 400.00
Dr. L. R. Brown, city physician one year 500.00
Joseph R. Chase, Sealer of Weights and Measures
one year 500.00
Willis G. Watson, member of Board of
Public Works 1 year 100.00
O. L. Hoyt, member of Board of Public Works 1 year 100.00
Harry L. Smith, member of Board of Public Works 100.00




Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1944 571,973.53
Received, tuitions and materials 10,948.36
$82,921.89
PAID AS FOLLOWS '
American Education Press, weekly reader $19.40
Belmont School District, transportation 182.00
P. J. Blanchette, repairing pianos 3.00
Boston & Maine R. R., liquid soap 1.62
Bray Pictures corp., picture "Youth Takes Wing" 12.50
California Test Bureau, supplies 52.68
Chamber of Commerce, dues 1 year 25.00
Mrs. Laura Chamberlain, pea beans 4.80
Character Bldg. Publication, equipment 42.46
City of Laconia Fuel Dept., feul 124.00
Civic Education Service, magazines 35.20
The Clearing House, Journal 3.00
Acme Oil Co., grease and kerosene 1.45
American Electric Service & Maint. Co., supplies 9.84
Edward E. Babb Co., supplies 80.10
Baker & Co., merchandise 11.51
Baker & Taylor Co., books 4.12
Beckley-Cardy Co., books 32.30
H. Bickford & Co., supplies 1.00
C. C. Birchard & Co., music 19.11
Boston Blue Print Co., supplies 44.68
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 76.16
James W. Brine Co., supplies 279.40
Brodhead-Garrett Co., supplies 6.87
Carter, Rice Co., supplies 22.52
Central Scientific Co., supplies 1.66
Eugene Dietzgen Co., supplies .96
C. B. Dolge Co. supplies 59.23
Ginn & Co., books 422.38
Gregg Publishing Co., test books 1.19
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 42.80
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 212.62
Hamilton Publishing Co., books 2.67
D. C. Heath Co., books 2.88
Holt & Bugbee Co., labor and supplies 436.40
The Holmerdin Co., supplies 95.95
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Home Insulation Co. of N. H., 1,139.68
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 505.84
W. D. Huse & Co., supplies 15.91
Laconia Bakery Co., bread 99.79
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 7.70
Laconia-Lakeport Ice. Co. Ice, 14.55
Laconia Music Co., supplies 1.50
Lake City Beverage Co., supplies 4.00
Lougee-Robinson Co., equipment 20.35
Oscar A. Lougee Co., merchandise 1.98
The Macmillan Co., books 55.22
Masury-Young Co., supplies 76.43
The Matheson Co., supplies 9.46
McCormick Mathers Publishing Co., supplies 5.16
S. D. McGloughlin & Co., coal 1,128.42
McGraw-Hill Book Co., books 6.81
New Eng. Electric Supply Co., supplies 60.12
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 168.25
The Northern Heating & Plumbing Co.,
labor and material 317.97
Norton Co., supplies 8.11
Page Belting Co., supplies 130.39
Palmer-Simpson Co., supplies 358.60
M. N. Perkins Co., diplomas with covers 64.80
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 129.63
Public Service Co. of N. H., repairs and C. P. Lamps 23.20
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 1,172.04
Rawlings Mfg. Co., supplies 2.13
A. H. Rice & Co., express and supplies 41.30
Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 97.15
Scott, Foresman & Co., books 67.99
Silver, Burdett Co., books 11.20
South Western Pub. Co., books 45.91
Ralph H. Smith Co., supplies 10.27
Spaulding Moss Co., supplies 24.07
Standard Electric Time Co., rectifier 44.74
J. H. Valliere Co., labor and material 52.45
Edgar T. Ward's Sons Co., supplies 190.27
West Disinfecting Co., supplies 17.60
John C. Winston Co., books 15.11
World Book Co., test books 81.17
Oliver M. Colby, lumber 50.00
Congleton Typewriter Exchange, typewriter covers 4.00
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Jos. Dauphin, transportation 546.00
Henry Disston & Sons, supplies" 10.91
Wm. Dixon Inc., supplies 2.73
Nell L. Doane, Sec, cash paid out 195.99
Peter Dutile, Fuel 58.22
Rhoden B. Eddy, expenses attending meetings 120.09
Education Test Bureau, English tests 18.42
Felt. Crafters, shield emblems 25.93
Foster J. Flint, expense acc't. 52.34
Robert A. Foss, book list forms 28.30
Gledhill Bros., supplies 105.69
Greenland Services Inc., repairs 19.25
Walter O. Gutlohn Inc., rent of pictures 7.55
Malcolm Harrington, eggs 139.50
Hart's Rapid Delivery, trucking 140.80
Geo. A. Head, electrical supplies 45.28
Hevey's Pharmacy, supplies 2.78
W. S. Holt & Son, supplies 42.35
Howe & French, supplies 10.50
International Committee Y.M.C.A., rent of film 4.00
Junior Scholastic, books 34.80
Laconia Child Day Center, city's share 1,450.00
Laconia Electric Shop, labor and material 69.70
Laconia St. Railway, transportation 111.25
Laconia Tavern, rooms and meals 6.30
Laidlaw Bros., tests 156.39
Lakeport Subscription Agency, magazines 35.25
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 565.35
B. L. Makepeace, Inc., supplies 43.72
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, supplies 36.55
Morin Bros., groceries 954.65
Muzzey & Hopkins, repairs 5.35
John O'Connor, labor truck & helper 4.00
Rangvald Olsen, labor 34.50
Horace Patridge, basket balls 87.51
Peter Pelletier, labor 3.09
James Peary, repair and labor 60.00
George Potter, potatoes 103.50
Chester A. Randlett, apples 18.00
F. S. Roberts, groceries 33.54
J. L. Roberts, fuel 2,098.64
Alcide Roy, trucking 4.00
R. A. Sanders, 2 shades 7.40
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Science Research Associates, literature 23.46
Shastany & Caron, motor oil, grease, transportation 548.50
Scholastic, magazine 89.05
Smith Lumber Yard, lumber 180.54
L, C. Smith Corona Type, Inc., servicing type 3.00
R. B. Stewart, express 3.15
Story Drug Store, supplies 1.00
Sugar Ball Press, books 13.18
W. T. Trojano, turnips 2.00
Walter R. Turner, weather strips and repr. windows 210.00
Visual Educational Service, rent of picture 1.24
U. S. News, subscription for 1 year 4.00
Wagner Electric Corp., supplies 4.48
B. G. Walker, repr. toilet 4.08
John F. Weeks Dairy, milk 57.53
Wendell S. Withington, transportation expenses 15.00
Carl Wright, wood 17.00
J. Zeidman, 1 prentice radial drill 80.00
Teachers Payroll 60,897.35




Received, transfer for day care centers 900.00
Received Dog License 1,856.36
Received, tuitions and materials sold 9,465.38
$192,287.74
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Eva F. Abbott, supplies $5.25
Grace M. Abbott Teachers Agency, balance
of agency fee 117.94
Abrasive Products Inc., paper 16.28
Clarence Adams, painting at schools 1,504.44
Allyn & Bacon, books 344.32
American Corp., books 7.50
American Education Press, weekly reader 36.00
American Council on Education, books 7.00
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American Type Founders Sales Corp., supplies 44.33
S. F. Baker, labor and material 72.60
Belmont School District, transporting
children to school 88.00
W. M. Bisson & Son, labor and material 3,322.52
P. J. Blanchette, repairing and tuning piano 5.00
Building America, year subscription 2.25
Bureau of Publications, books 24.00
R. M. Beuttel, books 12.14
Byse Insurance Agency Inc., insurance 345.60
Earl W. Chandler, potatoes 216.00
Louise Choates, piano 40.00
City of Laconia Fuel Dept. wood 247.50
Allen & Rogers Co., supplies 3.72
American Book Co., books 702.89
D. Appleton Co., books 2.27
The Arlo Publishing Co., books .79
Austin Hastings Co., supplies 97.26
Edward E. Babb Co., books and supplies 458.91
Baker & Co., merchandise 2.82
Walter H. Baker Co., books 4.50
F. J. Barnard & Co., books and bindings 46.61
C. H. Baroody Co., home economics 119.40
Ber\udette & Co., supplies 36.70
Beltraction Co., supplies 6.35
Beckley Cardy Co., books 3.18
C. C. Birchard & Co., music 1.12
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 404.64
M. F. Bragdon Paint Co., supplies 201.26
Brodhead-Garrett Co., supplies 50.44
The Bruce Publishing Co., books 6.01
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., 4.40
Benjamin H. Chase Co., supplies 2.19
The Delta Mfg. Co., supplies 11.42
Denoyer-Gipperty Co., supplies 352.01
The Diamond Match Co., lumber 67.64
Edson C. Eastman Co. Inc., printing 3.71
A. Flanagan Co., books .56
Foley Mfg. Co., supplies 4.95
Francoeur-Keroack Co., repairs and material 4.67
The Franklin Glue Co., glue 35.05
Frontier Press Co., books and atlas - 18.28
Ginn & Co., books 150.14
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Gregg Publishing Co., books and supplies 25.37
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., suplies 73.19
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 908.96
C. S. Hammond & Co., supplement of new World Atlas 2.50
Harcourt Brace & Co., books 48.52
D. C. Heath Co., books 49.00
Herrick Co., supplies 96.40
Henry Holt Co., books 15.57
Holt & Bugbee Co., supplies 137.58
The Holmerdin Co., supplies 68.25
H. B. Huntting Co., books 20.01
Houghton Mifflin Co. books 166.38
W. D. Huse & Co., supplies 5.90
Jackson Electric Co., labor 59.74
Geo. T. Johnson & Co., toilet tissue 48.00
Laconia Bakery Co., supplies 60.84
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies 159.98
Laconia Music Co., music 11.29
Laconia Lakeport Ice Co., ice 12.85
Laconia Water Co., service 608.98
J. B. Lippincott Co., books 47.05
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 360.07
The Macmillan Co. books 871.66
Masury-Young Co., supplies 142.77
McCormick Mathers Pub. Co., supplies 32.17
The McGloughlin Iron Fdry Co., grates and coal 1,720.59
McGraw Hill Book Co., books 45.65
Chas. E. Merrill Co., books 336.95
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 285.46
Northern Heating & Plumbing Co., labor and material 476.96
Palmer Plumbing Supply Co., door liner 2.72
Palmer Simpson Co., supplies 1,230.00
Pioneer Office Appliance Co., ink 10.16
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 24.41
Public Service Co. of N. H., C. P. Lamps, repairs 27.62
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 1,265.44
A. H. Rice & Co., supplies 18.94
Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 117.20
H. M. Rowe Co., books 11.41
Benjamin H. Chase Co., books 78.60
Scott Foresman Co., books 809.86
Silver Burdett Co., books 1.28
Singer Sewing Machine Co., labor and parts 52.58
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L. W. Singer Co., books 181.86
South Western Pub. Co., books 263.91
Ralph H. Smith Co., supplies 3.52
Standard Electric Time Co., supplies 23.15
Swift & Co., supplies 424.24
Fred L. Tower Co., N. H. Registers 15.00
Tropical Paint & Oil Co., paint 8.26
J. H. Valliere Co., labor .and material 337.67
Webster Pub. Co., books 93.18
West Disinfecting Co., supplies 465.46
The Western Union Tel. Co., time service 21.28
John C. Winston Co., books 1,047.90
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 14.76
World Book Co., books 7.72
D-S Wynne Co., book 4.50
Charlotte Colby, supplies , 2.25
Oliver M. Colby, lumber 105.00
Jos. Curran, eggs 35.40
College Entrance Examination Board books and cards 39.69
Louis Collins, supplies 1.50
Congleton Typewriter Exchange, cleaning
and reconditioning 180.00
Joseph Dauphin, transporting children 492.00
Dallas Decato, mowing 20.00
Dept. of Elementary Schools Principals, publication 2.00
Henry Disston & Sons, supplies 5.53
Wm. Dixon Inc., supplies 2.79
Lillian P. Dow, attending School Board meetings 60.00
R. J. Dulac, sanding floors 395.96
Rhoden B. Eddy, expenses 258.27
Arthur M. Evirs, transportation 87.00
Educators Progress Service, books 3.00
Lillian P. Edwards, taking school census 95.10
Arthur England, beans 6.00
Arthur M. Evirs, transportation 27.00
Film Classic Exchange, books 9.00
Carl Fischer, 1 tambourne 1.34
Robert A. Foss, printing cards and forms 75.00
General Biological Supply House, supplies 29.52
Willis B. Gifford, Expenses 29.62
William L. Gilbert Clock Corp., alarm clocks 11.88
Gledhill Bros., supplies 265.41
Grade Teacher, books 3.00
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Clarence E. Greene, supplies
Harper & Bros., books
Malcolm Harrington, eggs
C. L. Haskell, flameproofing all drapes
curtains on stage
Milton D. Hayward, labor
Geo. A. Head, labor and supplies
Howe & French, supplies
W. D. Huse & Sons, supplies
International Committee Y.M.C.A., rent of film
Theo S. Jewett, attending school Board Meetings
Jordans, supplies
Junior Scholastic, books
Myer J. Kassner, engraving trophies and placque
Laconia Child Day Center,
Laconia Electric Shop, labor and material
Laconia High School Defense Stamps Fund
Laconia Street Railway, transporting children
A. Philip LaFrance, attending school board meetings
Laidlaw Bros., tests
Lakeport Subscription Agency, magazines,
Lakes Region Mkt., groceries
Longridge Farm, tomatoes
Chas. Lord, labor
Geo. P. Lovett, phonograph
Edward L. Lydiard Inc., printing
Shirley D. Lyman, calendar pads
Mahers Bookstore, supplies
B. L. Makepiece Inc., supplies
Manual Arts Press, books
Rev. Thomas McDermott S. J.,
services of Fr. Leo Guay
McKnight & McKnight, books
The Melcher & Prescott Ag., insurance
Merimack Farmers Exchange, supplies
Morin Bros., gorceries
J. B. Morin Ins. Agy., insurance
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies
National Education Ass'n., radio scripts
The Nations Schools, magazines
N. E. Assn. of Colleges & Second Schools,
enrollment fee











































school board meetings 79.50
Noble & Noble, books 32.25
John O'Connor, loam, sand, dressing 19.00
Rangvald Olsen, labor 357.75
W. O. Pearson, vegetables 60.49
Peter Pelletier, labor 9.27
Philosophical Library, books 4.17
Penney Milk Fund, loan milk fund 500.00
George Potter, potatoes 9.00
Chester A. Randlett, apples 24.00
Reeds Teachers Agy., agency fee 147.75
Remington Rand Inc., supplies 39.24
Richardson Laundry, laundry 2.96
F. S. Roberts, groceries 31.24
J. L. Roberts, coal 1,652.10
Roberts Express 24.23
Alcide Roy, trucking 6.50
A. A. Saltmarsh, attending school board meetings 57.00
H. C. Sanborn, oil 1.30
Chas. Scribners Sons, books 565.92
Shastany & Caron, transporting children,
motor oil, grease 861.00
The School Executive, books 2.00
L. C. Smith Corona Typewriter Inc.,
servicing typewriter 45.00
Ruth A. Smith, attending school board meetings 54.00
State Board of Education, superintendents
excess salary 2,500.00
Story Drug Store, supplies 54.65
Technical Dev. Laboratories, supplies 15.78
Stanley W. Terry, blackboards 300.61
Stanley Tools, repair drills 1.38
O. H. Toothaker, supplies 69.94
University of Chicago 2.50
B. G. Walker, supplies 2.27
Ward's, calendar -69
Herbert W. Webber, washing maps 4.00
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John F. Weeks Dairy, milk 69.49
J. F. Weeks, milk 6.04
W. A. Wittick, addresses 1.25
D. D. Whittemore, labor pruning shrubs 21.00
World Peace Foudation, books 2.07
Teachers Payroll 83,398.63







A. & P. Self Service, aid furnished dependents $6.00
K. Alterman, aid furnished dependents 2.85
Belknap County Farm, aid furnished dependents 1,180.65
Harry Bloomfield, aid furnished dependents 30.00
Mildred H. Bucklin, services as investigator 1,500.00
Mildred H. Bucklin, tel. toll charge .83
Citizen Publishing Co. 36.70
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 72.22
Mildred Dalton, aid furnished dependents 454.29
Earl Flanders, postage -96
Fuel Acct. wood 201.50
Gaudette's Market, aid furnished dependents 474.39
H. J. Gonyer, aid furnished dependents 166.40
N. Joy Harriman, aid furnished dependents 22.00
L'Hopital Notre Dame Delourdes,
aid furnished dependent 210.00
Laconia Clinic, medical attendance 18.80
Laconia Hospital, aid furnished dependents 610.35
Henry Leblanc, aid furnished dependent 10.00
Mrs. Daisy Lee, aid furnished dependents 80.00
Louie's Market, aid furnished dependents 174.00
J. W. McCartney, aid furnished dependents 24.00
Mabel Mitchell, nursing care 274.30
Morrison's Market, aid furnished dependent 13.00
Munsey & Weeks, aid furnished dependent 94.15
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Mrs. Helen L. Muzzey, aid furnished dependent 14.00
Quality Market, aid furnished dependents 87.00
Geo. A. Quimby, aid furnished dependents 11.30
Maud B. Rice, aid furnished dependents 489.15
Robert L. Rowe, aid furnished dependents 55.35
Isaac Sakansky, aid furnished dependent 12.00
H. C. Sanborn, aid furnished dependents 192.00
Shortle's Shoe Store, aid furnished dependents 11.25
D. Snierson, aid furnished dependent 104.00
State Cancer Commission, aid furnished dependent 138.10
Story Drug Store, aid furnished dependent 5.90
L. H. Wilkinson, aid furnished dependent 100.00





New Eng. Tel. & Tel., service $42.14
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 6.46
The Chas. C. Rogers Co., supplies 17.50
Lakeport National Bank, cost of telephone
to be used for Civilian Defense 7.16
Mahers Bookstore, supplies .30
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency account 426.44
$500.00
DOG LICENSE ACCOUNT
Received for Dog Licenses $2,084.50
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Brown & Saltmarsh, dog tags $31.35
Citizen Publishing Co., advertising 3.60
James E. Evans, salary as dog officer one year 150.00
Earl Flanders, stamps and envelopes 23.69
Robert A. Foss, dog license notices 4.50
Mahers Bookstore, supplies 15.00




Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1944 $1,353.77
Received New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., dividends 40.25
Received Laconia Water Co., dividends 210.00
Received U. S. Treasury, dividends 5.00
Received from C. E. Rowe, cash receipts 308.50
Received from Savings Bank, dividends 174.41
$2,091.93
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Sidney F. Baker, repairing furnace at
Leavitt Comm. House $22.95
P. J. Blanchette, tuning piano 5.00
The Boulia Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber .68
Laconia Water Co., service 19.50
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 41.92
G. W. French, labor and material 38.25
Fuel Acct., fuel 163.00
Leona M. Grant, labor painting 12.00
John Hughes, labor 229.20
Carrie Lamere, labor • 134.60
Melcher & Prescott Agy., insurance 45.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 4.35
A. W. Sewell, radio repairs 1.75
B. G. Walker, labor and material 51.43





Laconia Water Co., service
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service










Bridge and Highway Bonds $720.00
City Hall Bonds 212.50
Pavement and Sidewalk 760.00
School Equipment Notes, 1936 125.00
Public Improvement Notes 247.50
Mechanic Arts School Bonds 1,350.00
Public Improvement Bonds 520.00
Sewer and Street Bonds 255.00
City Improvement Bonds 446.25
Interest on Notes 655.32
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency account 208.43
$5,500.00
LACONIA SHOE COMPANY
Balance Feb. 15, 1944
Received for rent during year







Paid Public Service Co. of N. H., lighting streets







Received from G. W. Armstrong Co.,
rent of concessions 795.15
Received from Bugbee Flying Service,
rent of seaplane base for 1944 and 1945 700.00
Received from American Coin and Lock Co. refund 49.96
Received from Weirs pay toilet lockers 216.62
$2,261.73
PAID AS FOLLOWS
City of Laconia H. & B. repairs
American Coin Lock Co., coin locker receipts
Laconia Hdw. Co., supplies
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies
Public Service Co. of N. H. lights
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service
Harold Hill, labor
Mahers Bookstore, supplies
J. B. Morin Agency, insurance
Munsey & Brazil, insurance
Chas. Pease, labor
Adelaide Quimby, labor
Tarlson's General Store, supplies
B. G. Walker, repairs
Willis G. Watson, repairs




















Received for marriage licenses and recording fees





Revenue account estimated receipts $725.00
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MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS
Rent and department incomes $585.23
Interest on taxes 3,073.26
Real Estate Sold 2,961.01
$6,619.50
Dr.
Revenue account, estimated receipts $6,500.00
Balance, transfer to excess and deficiency account 119.50
$6,619.50
MISCELLANEOUS LIABILITIES
Balance Feb. 15, 1944 $893.87
Liabilities added:
Land Damages layout Cottonwood Ave 6.00
Land Damages layout Shore Drive and Holman St. 16.00
$915.87




Highways & Bridges $33.10
Lawrence M. Hoyt, filing saws 1.00
W. D. Huse, 1 pr. shears 1.49









Received for permits since Feb. 15, 1944
Paid Mrs. Chas. H. Dow, refund





Balance Feb. 15, 1945
Received for permits during year
PAID AS FOLLOWS
Revenue account estimated receipts
Gertrude F. Braley, refund
Hazel T. Cannon, refund
Henry J. Champagne, refund
Daniel T. Clow, refund
Roland Dion, refund
Earle D. Seaverns, Jr., refund
Clyde M. Shaw, refund
Sheldon S. Theall, overpayment on car tax
Henry J. Tyler, refund
Inez Tyler, refund



















Received on 1945 permits




Received from fines and fees during the year







Byse Insurance Agency, premium on bond $5.00
Earl Flanders, Clerk one year 400.00
Theo S. Jewett, service as Special Justice 15.00
Arthur H. Nighswander, service as
Probation Officer and cash paid out 3-1-0.55
State of N. H. revised laws 29.50
State Motor Vehicle Dept. fines and fees 1,228.80
Harry E. Trapp, service as justice one year 1,214.00
$3,232.85
NOTES
Received on notes during year





Amount raised by taxes
Received 1937 added tax
Received 1943 added tax
Received 1944 added tax








Amount abated on 1937 tax
Amount abated on 1943 tax
Amount abated on 1944 tax
Transfer state poll taxes added








PAYMENT BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY BONDS
Appropriation $4,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 61, 62, 63 and 64 $4,000.00
PAYMENT CITY HALL BONDS
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 35 and 36 $2,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 49, 50 and 51 $3,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Balance, liability, Feb. 15, 1945 $2,000.00
Appropriation 10,000.00
$12,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79 and 80 $12,000.00
PAYMENT SERIAL NOTES
Appropriation $1,500.00
Paid Note No. 5. $1,500.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND ROAD BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 55, 56 and 57 $3,000.00
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PAYMENT STREET AND SIDEWALK BONDS
Appropriation $2,500.00
Paid Bonds No's. 43, 44 and 45 $2,500.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Practical Arts Building
Appropriation . $3,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 25, 26 and 27 $3,000.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Appropriation $750.00
Paid Bond No. 9 $750.00
PAYMENT SCHOOL EQUIPMENT NOTES
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Notes No's. 15 and 16 $2,000.00
PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES
Balance of amount purchased on 1939 list, Feb.
15, 1944 $159.96
Balance asset Feb. 15, 1945 $159.96
Balance of amount purchased on 1940 list, Feb.
15, 1944 $250.35
Amount Redeemed 52.73
Amount charged off by vote of council 17.62
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1945 180.00
$250.35
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Balance of amount purchased on 1941 list, Feb.
15, 1944 $4,659.14
Amount Redeemed 4,108.58
Amount charged off by vote of council 243.18
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1945 307.38
$4,659.14
Balance of amount purchased on 1942 list, Feb.
15, 1944 $5,471.65
Amount Redeemed $2,764.69
Amount charged off by vote of council 230.27
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1944 2,476.69
$5,471.65
Amount purchased on 1943 list $5,093.29
Amount Redeemed $2,085.76
Amount charged off by vote of council 204.24
Balance asset, Feb. 15, 1945 2,803.29
$5,093.29
REAL ESTATE AIQUIRED THROUGH TAX DEEDS
Balance Feb. 15. 1944 $1,624.27
Real property acquired during year 689.11
$2,313.38
Cr.
Received on property sales:
Transfer from Miscellaneous receipts $216.59





Overlay for Abatements 7,626.09




1944 Tax Assessment $544,228.04
Estimated Receipts:
1943 Motor Vehicle fees 7,500.00
Fees and Licenses 1,725.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 6,500.00
State of New Hampshire 20,420.98




Paid Charles F. Ayers, Treas. $11,671.37
PUBLIC WHARF WARD SIX
Appropriation $200.00
Paid Olive W. Page, rent $200.00
PUBLIC WHARF WEIRS
Appropriation $250.00
Paid Irwin Corp., rent $250.00
RED CROSS PARTIAL RENT
Appropriation $240.00
Paid Laconia Chapter American Red Cross, rent $240.00
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHffiE
Cr.
Received, Railroad Tax $1,425.11
Received, Savings Bank Tax 10,167.39




Revenue account estimated receipts $20,420.98
Balance transfer to Excess and Deficiency Account 317.28
$20,738.26
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE BONUS TAX
Cr.
Amount due from special poll tax $21,624.00
Amount poll taxes, added 459.00
$22,083.00
Dr.
Amount paid State Treasurer $15,094.52
Amount abated 1,221.00





American Legion Convention $200.00
Dept. of N. H., U. S. War Veterans 200.00










Clergymen's Payroll, marriage returns $28.75
Physicians Payroll, birth and death returns 170.00
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency 26.25
$225.00
TRUST FUNDS
Received during year $3,810.68
Paid Trustees of Trust Funds $3,810.68
TAXES, 1937
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1944 $431.62
Amount of added tax 1.51
$433.13




Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1944 $586.83
Amount collected during year $98.79
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1945 488.04
$586.83
TAXES, 1939
Amount uncollected, Feb. 15, 1944 $906.56
Amount collected during year $236.64
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1945 669.92
$906.56
TAXES, 1940
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1944 $1,237.20
Amount collected during year $351.32




Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1944 $1,984.18
Amount collected during year $392.40





Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1943 $2,450.11
Amount collected during year $744.44
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1945 1,705.67
$2,450.11
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1944 $29,871.96
Amount of added tax 215.54
$30,087.50
Amount collected during year $27,481.09
Amount abated 362.40
Balance, asset, Feb. 15, 1945 2,244.01
$30,087.50
TAXES, 1944
Amount committed for collection $544,228.04
Amount of added tax 3,074.38
$547,302.42
Amount collected during year $512,255.49
Amount abated 4,006.45
Amount transferred to State Bonus tax 4,620.00
Balance asset Feb. 15, 1945 26,420.48
$547,302.42
INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY
Gale Library and fund $150,000.00
Library lot 21,000.00
Opechee Park, North Main street 15,000.00
Street Department 28,892.00
Engineering Department 3,800.00
Street Oiling Department 1,278.00
Cost of Sewers 236,800.21
Sewer Department 1,000.00
Fire Department 43,300.00
Furniture, safes, and books in Mayor's and
City Clerk's office and City Council room 1,000.00
Furniture and safe in Tax Collector's office 500.00
Church Street bridge 44,242.60
Elm Street bridge 21,079.97
Main Street bridge 21,658.25
Messer Street bridge 19,000.00
Fair Street bridge 30,000.00
School building and furniture, Academy Street 30,000.00
Bowman Street building 6,000.00
Harvard Street building and lot 25,000.00
Gilford Avenue building and lot 8,000.00
Washington Street building and lot 14,000.00
Mechanic Street building and lot 14,000.00
Batchelder Street building and lot 14,000.00
New High school building and equipment 200,000.00
Practical Arts building and equipment 125,000.00
Pearl Street grounds 6,500.00
Horn lot 400.00
Philbrook land 2,000.00
Car Shop property 20,000.00
Brawn Block 1,500.00
Wyatt Park 3,000.00
House and lot, High Street 2,000.00
Municipal Building, Weirs 10,000.00




To the Honorable Robinson W. Smith, Mayor, and the City
Council of Laconia, N. H.
Gentlemen:
Having completed the audit of the financial accounts of
the City of Laconia for the fiscal year ended February 15, 1945,
I present the following statements showing the financial con-
dition of the City as of that date.
Exhibit I Appropriations Account year ended February
15, 1945
Exhibit II Excess and Deficiency Account
Exhibit III Balance Sheet as of February 15, 1945
Exhibit IV Serial Debt as of February 15, 1945
The following items appearing in the balance sheet are
commented upon as follows:
Cash $52,509.89
This cash balance was verified by the various bank state-
ments with the records of the City Treasurer and compared
with the ledger of the City Clerk; all receipts and expenditures
of the City Treasurer were properly checked with the differ-
ent Departments of the City; an audit of each monthly draft
is made by the City Auditor as a final check upon all bills
before payment is made by the City Treasurer. All Bonds,
Notes and Coupons paid are carefully checked with the records
of the City Clerk.
Property Sold to City for Taxes $5,927.32
This amount has been reduced nearly $5,000.00 during the
year and as I have said before, every effort should be made
to reduce this amount to a minimum while present business
conditions exist.
Accounts Receivable—Taxes $34,005.78
The Collector's records of unpaid taxes were examined by
me as well as all taxes paid; all payments were checked with
the records of the City Treasurer.
Warrants from the Board of Assessors to the City Tax
Collector covering the commitment of all taxes were examined
and all abatements were compared to see that they were ap-
proved by the Board of Assessors.
The collection of current taxes by the Tax Collector has
been extremely good this year as there remains only $26,420.48
uncollected as of February 15. 1945; very little however has
been done during the past year to reduce the amount of unpaid
taxes of the previous 6 years and it is my firm belief that
some action should be taken at once to collect them or see
that they are abated if they are worthless and not allowed to
remain on the books as they are at the present time; while
going through the records I have noticed that many poll taxes
are not collectable and are marked for abatement and I be-
live that all of this type should be abated at an early date.
State of New Hampshire Bonus Tax $4,620.00
This amount of uncollected Bonus Tax still remains on the
books of the City as of February 15, 1945; even though the City
has no value in this amount, it is necessary to carry it as an
asset until such a time as it is either collected or abated.
Property Acquired By Tax Titles $2,096.79
This amount has been increased during the year due to
the City taking over several parcels of land by tax titles.
Balance Due from Martha E. Johnson $7,096.24
A Court action in the name of the City of Laconia as
plaintiff for the recovery of $22,096.24 against Martha E.
Johnson resulted in a judgment in favor of the City for the
full amount: the Bonding Company paid the $15,000.00 limit
of the policy and the above amount remains unpaid and must
be carried as an asset.
City Officers Expenses $400.00
This small amount is being carried over as an unexpended
balance to cover commitments made by the present City Council
which could not be carried out before the end of the fiscal
year.
History of Laconia $2,000.00
This amount has been appropriated and it was deemed
advisable to hold it until this work is completed.
Leavitt Fund $1,322.30
Miscellaneous Liabilities $915.87
State of New Hampshire Bonus Tax $5,767.48
As the sum of $4,620.00 of State Bonus Tax remains un-
collected as of February 15, 1945, it is necessary to carry that
amount as an asset as I have previously stated in this report
and as a result must be carried as a liability also; as the sum
of $1,147.48 of this Tax was collected prior to the end of the
fiscal year but not paid to the State on or before that date,
that amount also has to be carried as a liability as it remained
in our cash balance. These two amounts together total the
above named liability.
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Motor Vehicle 1945 $982.87
This amount received from this source of revenue was
checked and verified with the receipts of the City Treasurer and
also with the permit cards.
Unexpended Appropriations $77,605.86
Appropriations made during the year were verified with
the records of the City Council and expenditures were properly
approved by Treasury Warrants: all transfers were approved
by the Mayor and City Council; a detailed report of all appro-
priations may be found in Exhibit 1 of this report.
Opechee Community House $4,000.00
By a vote of the City Council this amount is being carried
over for the future development of the community House.
Notes
Once again the City finds itself with no outstanding notes
as of February 15, 1945.
Credit Balance $19,661.64
The above amount represents the excess of current assets
over current liabilities and is only a few dollars lower than
that of the previous year: had it not been for the fact that
the Mayor and City Council transferred to Highways and
Bridges for the Snogo the sum of $8,607.55, to the Opechee
Community House the sum of $4,000.00, the sum of $10,000.00
towards the Appropriations so that the tax rate might be lower
and the sum of $900.00 towards the cost of Daycare Centers for
the School Department an all time high for credit balances
would have been the result.
SERIAL DEBT
The Serial Debt outstanding as of February 15, 1945 is de-
tailed in Exhibit IV of this report and shows a Net Debt of
$117,250.00 which I believe to be the lowest level since the in-
corporation of the City in 1893; during the past year $33,750
was paid on the Serial Debt with no additional bond issues.
The Mayor and City Council should be commended highly for
their fine showing.
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
The following statement of Trust Funds was verified by
examining all pass books of Savings Banks and Securities held
by the Trustees and by checking all the expenditures with the
Savings Bank Books. All receipts and expenditures are prop-
erly recorded on their books.
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STATEMENT OF TRUST FUNDS
Amount of trust funds on hand Feb. 15, 1944 $60,716.0$
Trust Funds received during the year 3,810.68
Unexpended interest on hand Feb. 15, 1944 3,370.41
Interest received during- the year 1,482.98
$69,380.16
Amount of interest expended during the year $1,430.85
Balance of interest on hand Feb. 15, 1945 3,422.54
Principal of trust funds on hand—Savings
Bank Books 64,426.77
Principal of trust funds on hand—Water Co. Stock. 100.00
$69,380.16
CARL F. BLArSDELL, Chairman,
Charles F. Ayers, Sec'y-Treas.,
Edgar B. Prescott
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS
The books of the Treasurer were examined by me and the
balances verified by Statements from the bank. All expend-
itures were properly checked and compared with receipted
bills.
I wish at this time to express my appreciation for all cour-
tesies extended me during the course of my examination by all
the Departments; also to commend all Departments for their






I hereby certify that the accompanying balance sheet and
the statement of Serial Debt reflect the financial condition of'
the City of Laconia as described by its books at the close of
the fiscal year ended February 15, 1945. I further certify that
I have audited the income and expense accounts of the City
for the past year, and have found them correct as detailed in
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Year Ended February 15, 1945
Credits:
Transfers to cover overdrafts:
City Map Project $281.91
Elections and purchase of G. A. R. Hall 1,745.75
Fees 29.95
Highways and Bridges 3,023.54
Land Damage 22.00
Licenses 4.75
Maintenance City Offices 88.88
Municipal Court 235.46
Property charged off 1942 Tax
Victory
Uncollected N. H. State Bonus Tax
Property Acquired by Tax Titles
Balance due from Martha E. Johnson— Differ-






City Officers Expenses $400.00
History of Laconia 2,000.00
Leavitt Fund 1,322.30
Miscellaneous Liabilities 915.87
State of New Hampshire Bonus Tax 5,767.48
Motor Vehicle (1945) 982.87
Schools 1944-45 71,205.86
Opechee Community House 4,000.00
86,594.38




Year Ended February 15, 1945
TOTAL SERIAL DEBT




Practical Arts H. S. Bonds
School District Notes
Serial Improvement Notes
Sewer and Road Bonds
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS
Number of births 416
Number of marriages 136
Number of deaths 252
Number of births not previously recorded 8
Number of deaths occurring at Belknap County Farm 16
Number of bodies brought here for burial 75
By Chapter 106 N. H. Laws of 1917, the Clerks of Cities
and Towns are required to send a copy of every child's birth
certificate to its parents, and if said copy is not received
within sixty days from date of child's birth, the parents should
notify the City Clerk, in order that same may be placed on
record.
Efforts have been made to make the records of vital sta-
tistics correct as possible. Should any error or omission be de-
tected, the City Clerk will appreciate the kindness conferred
by being informed of the same, that the records of the city be
made right.












Board of Public Works 100-105
City Expenses 99
City Map Project 106












Inventory of City Property 142
Leavitt Fund 129
Liabilities 132-152
Maintenance of City Hall 112-115
Miscellaneous Receipts 132
Moth Work and Forestry 132
Motor Vehicle Tax 133
Municipal Court 133-134
Notes 134
Overlay for Abatements 134
Payment Notes and Bonds •. 135-136
Park and Playgrounds 113-115
Police Department 115-117
Property sold City for Taxes 136-137





State of New Hampshire 138-139
Street Lighting 130








Board of Health 29-30






Laconia Public Library 44-47
Motor Vehicles 92
Municipal Court 56-57




Trustees of Trust Funds 32-43
School Board and Superintendent 59-86
Vital Statistics, Sec. 2, Pages 1-41




